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FOREWORD

The sixth issue of the Journal of Linguistic Studies presents eleven papers belonging
to three main fields of linguistics.

The first paper works within the framework of Theoretical Linguistics: Georgeta
RAŢĂ explores introductory verbs in Modern French as a class of verbs in continuing
development mainly due to prolific authors such as Frédéric Dard.

In the following three papers, circumscribed to the field of Descriptive Linguistics,
Astrid-Simone  GROSZLER  and  Biljana  IVANOVSKA  analyse  some  English  plant
names containing an animal name and their Romanian counterparts, Igor IVANOVIĆ
analyses the impact of Anglicisms on the Montenegrin language of IT, and Andreea
VARGA analyses the orthographic adaptation of English loanwords in Romanian.

The following seven papers work within the framework of Applied Linguistics. Two
papers focus on the teaching of English: Jasna VUJČIĆ, Anica PERKOVIĆ and
Dubravka PAPA show, in their paper, that teaching English can be fun with films, while
Azamat Anvarovich AKBAROV writes about the evaluation of error analysis in the
discourse of English. Two papers focus on the teaching of legal languages: Dubravka
PAPA  and  Anica  PERKOVIĆ share  some  reflections  on  the  teaching  of  ESP  for
International Legal English Certificate, while Ljubica KORDIĆ focuses on the teaching
of  German  in  Law  Schools.  The  last  three  papers  deal  with  the  rhetorics  of  politics:
Željko RIŠNER analyses the function of euphemisms in the language of newspapers and
of  political  speeches,  while  Milica  VUKOVIĆ analyses  the  rhetorical  structure  of  the
political interview openings, and Branka ŽIVKOVIĆ analyses the rhetorical structure of
research article abstracts in political science.

With this issue of the Journal of Linguistic Studies, we inaugurate a new section –
Research Projects. Julia HARRISON, a member of the English Profile team, writes about
this global, community programme of research that studies how people learn English,
aiming at enhancing the learning, teaching and assessment of English worldwide.

We would like to thank all authors and reviewers for their valuable contributions.

Georgeta Raţă, PhD
Editor
Journal of Linguistic Studies
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VERBES INTRODUCTEURS
EN FRANÇAIS MODERNE

GEORGETA RAŢĂ
USAMVB, Timişoara, Roumanie

georgeta_rata@yahoo.com

RÉSUMÉ

Les verbes introducteurs ou verbes d’énonciation sont utilisés par les émetteurs
dans une situation d’énonciation donnée pour rapporter des paroles prononcées par
un autre que lui. Placés avant, au milieu, ou bien après les paroles rapportées, ces
verbes se laissent grouper selon le sémantisme qui leur est propre : affirmer, appeler,
déclarer, etc. La plupart figurent dans les dictionnaires de langue française, mais un
nombre considérable de verbes qui fonctionnent comme verbes introducteurs n’y
figurent pas. C’est grâce à la littérature – et surtout à la littérature d’écrivains-
créateurs de langage d’un Frédéric Dard, par exemple – que l’inventaire des verbes
introducteurs se voit enrichir de dizaines de verbes de ce type.

Mots-clé: Verbe introducteur; Français moderne

1. INTRODUCTION

Le verbe introducteur (de paroles) est un verbe utilisé par un émetteur dans une
situation d’énonciation donnée pour rapporter des paroles prononcées par un autre
que lui. C’est le cas de la plupart des dialogues de la literature dite « de fiction ».

Dans le discours direct, le verbe introducteur rapporte les paroles (encadrées par des
guillemets) telles qu’elles ont été prononcées.

Le verbe introducteur peut être placé à trois endroits différents :
- avant les paroles, suivi de deux points :

« Tous en chœur, ils clament : Dès la première nuit  !  » (San-Antonio, Faut être
logique, 145)

- au milieu des paroles, avec inversion du sujet et du verbe et délimité par des
virgules (dans des incises de citation ou du dialogue) :
« Eh bien voilà, chère Madame, exposé-je, j’aimerais […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut
être logique, 171)

- après les paroles, précédé par une virgule :
« Bien sûr, marmonne Morpion. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 26)

2. MATERIEL ET METHODE

Nous avons identifié 205 verbes introducteurs – dont 187 verbes introducteurs
attestés comme tels et 18 verbes introducteurs pas encore attestés comme tels, mais dont
la fonction de verbe introducteur ne peut pas être niée – puisés aussi bien à la littérature
française depuis Balzac et Zola jusqu’à Frédéric Dard qu’aux textes non-littéraires (y
inclus les sites de l’Internet, les blogs, etc.).

Nous avons ensuite classés ces verbes selon des critères sémantiques (à partir du
definiens du verbe).
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3. RESULTATS

Les verbes introducteurs identifiés ont été groupés en verbes introducteurs identifiés
comme tels par les dictionnaires de langue française et verbes introducteurs pas encore
identifiés comme tels par les dictionnaires de langue française, mais qui fonctionnent
comme tels.

3.1. VERBES INTRODUCTEURS IDENTIFIES COMME TELS PAR LES
DICTIONNAIRES DE LANGUE FRANÇAISE

Ces verbes se laissent grouper, selon le sémantisme qui leur est propre, en :

- AFFIRMER : affirmer, déclarer, décréter, garantir, mentir, prétendre, soutenir :
« Rien pour l’instant, affirmé-je […]. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François,
45)
« Ben évidemment, déclare le Gros […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 245)

- APPELER : héler, invoquer :
« San-Antonio ! me hèle le Dabe […]. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père
François, 68)

- COUPER LA PAROLE : s’interrompre :
« Je n’y arrive p... s’interrompt-elle en m’apercevant. » (Chartrand, Mission
royale pour Rouge-Babine, 9)

- DÉCLARER : nier, prononcer :
« <Le vendredi 12 août 1949 >, prononce-t-il distinctement comme pour faire
résonner encore la date dans son petit salon bruxellois, où il reçoit. » (Maillard,
Paul Collowald, dans le souvenir du 9 mai)

- DEMANDER (DE FAIRE): commander, enjoindre, exiger, intimer, ordonner,
prier, proposer, quémander, réclamer, recommander, solliciter :
« Maintenant, suivez-moi jusqu’à la chambre aux orgues ! enjoins-je. » (San-
Antonio, Faut être logique, 233)
« Tu veux bien me gratter l’oreille ? sollicite le Débris […]. » (San-Antonio, Le
coup du Père François, 160)

- DIRE (D’UNE CERTAINE FAÇON) : achever, articuler, clamer, déballer,
endiguer, s’excuser, gémir, lancer, maugréer, menacer, réciter, répéter,
sangloter, souffler, soupirer, tempêter :
« Ce n’est pas possible, articulé-je faiblement. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père
François, 44)
« Attendez, m’endigue la rouquine hypothétique. » (San-Antonio, Les vacances
de Bérurier, 308)
« Oui, soupire-t-il, je les connais… » (San-Antonio, Du brut pour les brutes, 131)

- DIRE QUE QUELQUE CHOSE EST : affirmer, certifier :
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« <J'ai mon calendrier >, affirme-t-il. » (Jaxel-Truer, Hervé Morin prépare-t-il
sa sortie du gouvernement ?)

- DISCUTER : argumenter :
« <J’aimerais parler aux femmes de l’intérêt qu’elles peuvent trouver aux
carrières scientifiques…>, argumente-elle… ». (Haigneré, Conference in
Geneva, March 7th, 2009)

- DONNER SON ADHÉSION, SON AGRÉMENT, SON ASSENTIMENT, SON
CONSENTEMENT : accepter, acquiescer, approuver, consentir :
« Volontiers, accepté-je. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 16)
« Si vous voulez, consent-il sans enthousiasme […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être
logique, 211)

- DONNER SON OPINION : apprécier :
« Pas mal raisonné, apprécie l’Obèse […]. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père
François, 52)

- ÉMETTRE DES BRUITS/SONS SEMBLABLES À CEUX DE CERTAINS
ANIMAUX : hennir, miauler :
« Mon papa est-il bien traité ? miaule-t-elle. » (Amanda)

- EN  INCISE  : ajouter, assurer, avouer, brailler, bredouiller, commencer,
commenter, continuer, convenir, couper, demander, dire, exploser, fulminer,
gouailler, grommeler, grogner, gronder, hurler, implorer, insister, jeter, se
lamenter, marmonner, murmurer, noter, objecter, pleurnicher, préciser,
protester, raconter, reconnaître, rectifier, remarquer, répliquer, répondre,
ricaner, s’adresser, s’exclamer, s’informer, souffler, supplier, trancher,
triompher, vociférer :
« […] je vais parler, assure le tabellion. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 52)
« Il avoue dans un souffle. – C’est vrai. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 246)
« Lieutenant! brailla-t-il. Cessez de vous ridiculiser. » (Braun, Apôtres de la
violence, 105)
« Vous êtes sûr que c’est du cacao, Prof ? bredouillé-je. » (San-Antonio, Le coup
du Père François, 61)
« Cher Ambroise, commencé-je […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 143)
« Pour t'acheter des bonbons, commenta Aurelle. » (Maurois, Les Silences du
colonel Bramble, 115)
« Vous savez, continua-t-il... » (Rolland, Jean Christophe, 106)
« Heu, oui, en effet, convient le sinistre personnage. » (San-Antonio, Faut être
logique, 246)
« Je n'ai pas besoin que vous me remerciiez, coupa-t-il avec une sorte de
brutalité insolite. » (Billy, Introïbo, 123)
 « Pas mauvais, n’est-ce pas ? demande le Morpion. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du
Père François, 17)
« Si t’estimes que c’est le moment de débloquer, moi je veux bien, fulmine le
Mastar. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 63)
« Alors ? gouaille le médecin. » (San-Antonio, Du brut pour les brutes, 40)
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« J'ai soif, oh! j'ai soif! grognait-il continuellement. » (Zola, L’Assommoir, 787)
« Rien à ajouter, grommelle Lachaise […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique,
206)
« Tais-toi, et parle ! gronde Béru. » (San-Antonio, Foiridon à Morbac City, 278)
« On t’a dit de te manier la rondelle ! hurle le Gros […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut
être logique, 223)
« Écoutez!... implora Boris dont la voix se mouillait de larmes. » (Leroux,
Rouletabille chez le Tsar, 124)
« Viens, viens, insistait Zénaïde en vantant les bonnes choses qu'il y aurait à
déjeuner (...) » (Proust, Guermantes 2, 488)
« Des coups de feu, cela s’entend ! jette Morpion […]. » (San-Antonio, Le coup
du Père François, 84)
« <Il nous quittera > se lamentaient les  uns  » (Mallarmé, La Dernière Mode,
785)
« Il va falloir virer de bord, marmonna Fabrizio entre ses dents […]. » (Gracq,
Le Rivage des Syrtes, 222)
« Un cadavre ! murmure la dame. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 172)
« Mais ce n'est pas la peine de rien commencer ici (commencer, nota Costals)
[…] » (Montherlant, Les Lépreuses, 1497)
« <Et alors ?>, m’objecterez-vous avec cette inconscience qui ne fait pas votre
charme. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 159)
« Je lui avais bien dit de ne pas danser, pleurnichait la bonne ». (Arland,
L’Ordre, 482)
« Mais sûrement, ce n'est pas contagieux, a-t-il précisé avec empressement ».
(Camus, La Peste, 1237)
« C'est impossible! protesta Madame Grandfief, ma fille a été trop bien élevée ».
(Theuriet, Le Mariage de Gérard, 205)
« Je me faisais l’effet de quelqu'un, racontait-il […] ». (Gide, La Symphonie
pastorale, 887)
« Peut-être bien, reconnais-je. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 25)
« Le fait est, remarqua poliment Grignolles, que l'esprit continue à travailler la
nuit ». (Bernanos, Un crime, 833)
« Mais si c'est trop, répliqua-t-il, défendez-vous ». (Balzac, Gobseck, 403)
« Devine, ricané-je. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 216)
« Un vieil athée comme vous ! m’exclamé-je. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père
François, 160)
« Le roi aurait-il l'intention d'y venir demeurer? s'informent-ils sérieusement. »
(Gozlan, Le Notaire de Chantilly, 207)
« Oui, souffle le bonhomme. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 222)
« J’ai su ! tranché-je. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 223)
« Qu’est-ce que je causais ! triomphe le cher Mammifère. » (San-Antonio, Faut
être logique, 206)
« C’est lui, hein, pas de doute ? vocifère Bérurier. » (San-Antonio, Faut être
logique, 200)

- EXPRIMER DES AFFECTS : balbutier, glousser, larmoyer, se plaindre, se
moquer, railler :
« Eh bien ! gloussé-je […]. » (San-Antonio, Du brut pour les brutes, 151)
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- INFORMER : annoncer, apprendre, avertir, dévoiler, expliquer, exposer,
informer, prévenir, prophétiser, révéler :
« Je suis le commissaire San-Antonio, annoncé-je […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être
logique, 211)
« Le ménage n’est pas fait, m’avertit Morpion […]. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du
Père François, 15)
« Voyez-vous, Radada est un homme emporté, explique-t-elle. » (San-Antonio,
Faut être logique, 194)
« T’as tort […] de t’obstiner, prophétisé-je. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique,
217)

- METTRE L'ACCENT SUR  UN ÉLÉMENT DU LANGAGE: appuyer :
« Le lait maternel, appuie-t-elle, contient des défenses favorisant l'accroissement
normal chez l'enfant. » (Actualités en Afrique)

- PARLER (D’UNE CERTAINE FAÇON) : articuler, bafouiller, bégayer,
bougonner, chuchoter, claironner, compléter, croasser, décider, parler,
poursuivre, rêver, rigoler, rouscailler, souligner, susurrer, tonitruer, tonner :
« Mais quoi donc, bafouille le rat des champs. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique,
215) « À cause d’elle, bougonne-t-il. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 176)
« Faudrait bien vérifier […], chuchote-t-il. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique,
191)
« Ecoutez, Ambroise, décidé-je. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 88)
« Vous, poursuivit Baccarat, s'adressant à Léon Rolland […] ». (Ponson du
Terrail, Le Club des Valets de cœur, 203)
« On dirait qu’il a gagné le canard ! rigole Béru. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du
Père François, 42)
« Sois poli, rouscaille Pinuchet […]. » (San-Antonio, Du brut pour les brutes, 58)

- POUSSER DES CRIS/SONS : crier, éclater, gémir, piailler, rugir, s’écrier,
s’égosiller, s’époumonner, se récrier, s’exclamer :
« Menteur ! crie une voix. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 241)
« Quelle horreur ! s’écrie-t-elle. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 202)

- QUESTIONNER : espérer, interroger, questionner, s’enquérir, se renseigner,
s’interroger :
« Une bombe ? espéré-je. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 19)
« Messieurs ? interroge-t-elle. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 188)
« Vous n’avez relevé aucune trace suspecte ? je questionne pour la forme. »
(San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 23)

- PRÉSENTER COMME CERTAIN : confirmer :
« Les magasins et les galeries ne sont pas inclus dans l’événement …” confirme-
t-elle. » (Dittrich, Belgian by design)

- RECONNAÎTRE COMME EXISTANT (OU COMME PROBABLE,
POSSIBLE, ETC.) : admettre :
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« Je l’ai cru, admet Morpion […]. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François,
32)

- RÉPONDRE : rétorquer, riposter :
« C’est ma femme, rétorque le fabriquant […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être
logique, 176)
« Peut-être, riposté-je. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 20)

- REPOUSSER : objecter, se rebiffer, réfuter :
« Si c’est pas lui, un autre l’a bien eue, cette idée, objecte le Pertinent. » (San-
Antonio, Faut être logique, 208)
« Voir mes choses ! réfute Sa Domination. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique,
207)

- REPRODUIRE LE CRI D’UN ANIMAL : aboyer :
 « <Qui êtes-vous ?>, aboie-t-il, en anglais. » (Missionnaire à New York...)

- S’ADRESSER : apostropher, appeler, attaquer :
« Toi, là-bas, approche et incline-toi devant ton Seigneur Arandant !
m’apostrophe-t-il. » (Eicker, L’enfant de la mort)

Les verbes introducteurs qui suivent sont puisés aux grammaires de la langue
française et aux sites Internet qui dressent l’inventaire de ces verbes de plusieurs
perspectives (dont la plupart sont de nature sémantique). Malgré le fait que nous n’avons
pas trouvé des exemples en contexte, on y reconnaît des verbes introducteurs que nous
employons quotidiennement pour introduire des discours directs : admirer, avancer,
conclure, conseiller, couiner, démarrer, enchaîner, estimer, exhorter, finir, jubiler,
juger, moduler, ordonner, plonger, réitérer, ricaner, s’attendrir, s’émerveiller,
s’énerver, s’entêter, s’esclaffer, s’étonner, s’impatienter, s’indigner, s’inquiéter, saluer,
se moquer, se présenter, se réjouir, sourire, terminer.

3.2. VERBES INTRODUCTEURS PAS IDENTIFIES COMME TELS PAR LES
DICTIONNAIRES DE LANGUE FRANÇAISE

La littérature d’un San-Antonio abonde en verbes introducteurs des plus insolites,
verbes qui ne sont pas étiquetés comme tels par les dictionnaires de langue française ou
par les grammaires du français. La liste qui suit et qui contient des exemples en contexte
de verbes introducteurs (18 verbes introducteurs illustrés par ordre alphabétique) n’est pas
exhaustive, car nous n’avons consulté qu’une partie des romans de Frédéric Dard :

« Tu es en pleine possession de ta langue, Béru, admiré-je. » (San-Antonio, Le coup
du Père François, 62-63)
« Je suis sûr que les remords t’empêchaient de dormir […] avancé-je. » (San-
Antonio, Faut être logique, 218)
« Hélas, balbutie le Gravos […]. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 44)
« Pour revenir à ma question, ma chère, enchaîné-je […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être
logique, 141-142)
« Il gargouille un : […] ». (San-Antonio, Les vacances de Bérurier, 266)
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« Quelle nuit, gémit-il. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 136)
« C’est le tondu qui plonge : - Vous m’avez dit que […]. » (San-Antonio, Têtes et
sacs de noeud, 216)
« Vous êtes en train de penser que je radote, poursuit Morpion. » (San-Antonio, Le
coup du Père François, 24)
« Pourquoi ? proteste-t-elle […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 160)
« Jamais ! réitère Ninette […]. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 181)
« Conclusion ? répète-t-il […]. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François, 66)
« Madame ! salué-je. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 188)
« Ce pauvre Pinaud […] s’attendrit Béru. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François,
47)
« T’es un peu possédé sur les pourtours ! s’esclaffe mis Mauviette. » (San-Antonio,
Les vacances de Bérurier, 372)
« Commissaire San-Antonio, me présenté-je. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 125)
« Et c’est un travail, ça ? s’étonne-t-il. » (San-Antonio, Le coup du Père François,
16)
« […] tu me prends pour une patate ! s’indigne le Valeureux. » (San-Antonio, Le
coup du Père François, 58)
« Où qu’on va ? s’inquiète le Gros. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 198)
« Insiste ! soupiré-je en raccrochant. » (San-Antonio, Faut être logique, 185)

4. DISCUSSION

Les verbes introducteurs identifiés comme tels par les dictionnaires de langue
française représentent 91% des verbes introducteurs inventoriés, tandis que les verbes
introducteurs pas encore identifiés comme tels par les dictionnaires de langue française,
mais qui fonctionnent comme tels, en représentent 9%.

Les verbes introducteurs de la première catégorie sont plutôt des énonciatifs (c’est-
à-dire  des  verbes  qui  indiquent  la  manière  d’énoncer  quoi  que  ce  soit)  –  AFFIRMER,
APPELER, COUPER LA PAROLE, DÉCLARER, DEMANDER (DE FAIRE), DIRE
(D’UNE CERTAINE FAÇON), DIRE QUE QUELQUE CHOSE EST, DISCUTER,
DONNER SON ADHÉSION, ETC., ÉMETTRE DES BRUITS/SONS SEMBLABLES À
CEUX DE CERTAINS ANIMAUX, EXPRIMER DES AFFECTS, INFORMER,
METTRE L'ACCENT SUR  UN ÉLÉMENT DU LANGAGE, PARLER (D’UNE
CERTAINE FAÇON), POUSSER DES CRIS/SONS, QUESTIONNER, PRÉSENTER
COMME CERTAIN, RECONNAÎTRE COMME EXISTANT (OU COMME
PROBABLE, ETC.), RÉPONDRE, REPOUSSER, REPRODUIRE LE CRI D’UN
ANIMAL, S’ADRESSER (plus l’emploi en incise) – tandis que les verbes introducteurs
de la deuxième catégorie sont plutôt des performatifs (c’est-à-dire des verbes
susceptibles de performer, de faire quoi que ce soit).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Le pourcentage assez considérable des verbes introducteurs pas encore attestés
comme tels par les dictionnaires de langue française mais dont le fonctionnement est
clairement celui d’un verbe performatif montre que cette catégorie de verbes est en plein
épanouissement et que leur nombre est en hausse.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with acquisition of lexical elements from English into
Montenegrin. The scope of our analysis is limited to computer-related discourse
where the abovementioned acquisition in the Montenegrin language is the most
obvious one. The paper is methodologically and conceptually based on the Anglicism
adaptation theory of Rudolf Filipović. The main portion of our paper deals with the
corpus analysis, where we have given statistical overview of translated, adopted and
model words. Additionally, we will offer general statistics related to the current
situation in the Montenegrin language when it comes to the frequency of Anglicisms
from the computer-related discourse.

Keywords: Anglicisms; Lexical Borrowing; Computer Discourse; Contact Linguistics

1. INTRODUCTION

Information revolution took place in the 20th century and directed the world into a
new dimension which will be of essential importance for its further development.
Furthermore, the revolution “deleted” most of the elements that were not in accordance to
its maxims, and accordingly, promoted elements that were in line to its principles. It has
introduced new standards, and all of the abovementioned changes were put forward
through the most prominent tools of the revolution: Internet (i.e. computers). It has also
created an “independent”, virtual reality with its own rules.

All of these observations are fully applicable to the linguistic reality, and their impact
on different languages is more than clear. As we have already stated, the new reality is set
into motion, and that requires a number of new words which will be used in order to
mirror the new reality. Since most of this reality is taking place in English speaking
countries, consequently, we are witnesses to the surge of lexical elements originating
from English. Numerous English words were created (and still are) and they spread
throughout the world together with the products bearing such words as their names.
Through their daily use (computers, mail, attachments), they have become an inextricable
part of our languages.

Our paper is based on the hypothesis the Montenegrin language has acquired a large
number of lexical elements directly related to the field of computers. Some of these
elements went through the process of primary of secondary adaptation, and a part of them
remained in the form of model word.

In the context of such an extensive acquisition the following observations are hard to
believe in. The first observation is related to the fact the influence of English on other
languages, prior to 1900, was a relatively moderate one (Sapir 1921):
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…it is a little disappointing to learn that the general cultural influence of English
has so far been all but negligible. The English language itself is spreading
because the English have colonized immense territories. But there is nothing to
show that it is anywhere entering into the lexical heart of other languages.

The second observation is interesting to the same extent:

Ironically, even the name of the English capital originates from Celtic Llyn +
dun in which llyn is  another  Celtic  word  for  “river” and dun stands  for  “a
fortified hill”, the meaning of the whole being “fortress on the hill over the river”.

Since most of inventions happened in English speaking countries, it is logical that
most of the computer-related items have English names. However, in this global process,
different target languages reacted differently, in the context of their openness to lexical
influence of the English language. If we consider situation related to Montenegrin, our
language received copious amount of lexical borrowings. One of the words from this
corpus is a word “driver”. This word meaning “a person operating vehicle” did not have
any sort of connexion to Montenegrin. However, together with information revolution,
the word was incorporated into Montenegrin, with its orthographical form “drajver”. So,
this word has changed its semantic field, from [+ alive] into [- alive] through the process
of natural lexical evolution, and afterwards ended up as a part of Montenegrin, thus
enabling our speakers to denote this new form of reality. This is what had happened to
thousands of other model words prior to their arrival into Montenegrin. This is the
ingredient which has created “computer jargon”.

Jargon can be any informal and mainly spoken variety of a language serving the
purpose of identification and communication within a particular socially defined group –
according to their profession, social status, age, etc. – where the members are brought
together by a common interest, with a possibility of being territorially defined.

Computer jargon is, for instance, new. If you listen to the communication, running
along its normal course, between two young people who spend a lot of time in from of a
computer,  you can easily conclude it  is  full  of  computer  jargon to that  extent  it  may be
completely unintelligible to someone outside the computer world.

From these two paragraphs it can be easily concluded that digital technologies have
lead to major changes within a number of languages, including there Montenegrin. These
changes can be sometimes so radical that people who have not “updated” their vocabulary
may find it difficult to understand their “lexically updated” compatriot. Computer jargon
is now functioning as an independent linguistic part and possesses enough energy to
acquire even more words. Through time, computer jargon has become a powerful
linguistic tool, and it is not surprising most of the young people use it to make themselves
different form all of those who are not into it.

2. LOANWORDS IN MONTENEGRIN

The Montenegrin language, throughout centuries, has been borrowing different
lexical elements, not only from English, but from other languages as well. During the
past, those were Hellenisms and Latinisms (since they are used all over the world they are
sometimes called Internationalisms). We cannot deny the influence of Romance
languages (mainly Italian and French) onto Montenegrin. Both of these languages were
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historically relevant fro Montenegro. We must not forget borrowing from the Turkish
language, because of well-known geopolitical circumstances. Then, it is necessary to
mention German and Russian loan words, etc. But, since the 1970s Anglicisms have
taken the most prominent spot in relation to the scope of lexical borrowings coming into
Montenegrin.

To what level the Montenegrin language has been open to outside linguistic
influence, can be shown in the following list:

a) Czech loanwords – words of Czech origin that entered the Montenegrin
Language: časopis, povod, spis, uloga;

b) German loanwords – words from Germanic languages: buter, ceh, farba,
lajtmotiv, madrac, majstor, moler, vaga, pegla, šraf, lozinka, šalter, šine, šminka;

c) Hellenisms – words from the Greek language: hiljada, drum, gips, ikona,
manastir, hor, hlor, filolog;

d) Hungarian loanwords – words from the Hungarian language: soba, ašov, lopov,
varoš, cipele, gulaš, subota, salaš;

e) Romance languages loanwords – words from romance languages (in relation to
the Montenegrin language, the most frequent borrowings originate from Italian
and French language, but we must not forget borrowings from the Spanish
language as well): avenija, formula, akcija, kompot, literatura, opera, nacija,
doktor, tenor, balkon, mašina;

f) Russian loanwords – words originating from the Russian language: zapeta,
kružok;

g) Turkish loanwords – words originating from Turkish: boja, buregdžija, čamac,
čitluk, kundak, top, kavgadžija, megdan, džezva, oluk, kalup.

3. CORPUS AND RESULTS

Our paper encompasses corpus which include 978.121 words on 2563 pages, and the
division is as follows. Out of the total number of Anglicisms:

- 64.89% are direct Anglicisms (model words), i.e. original words from the source
language, which are not adapted to the norms of Montenegrin;

- 29.28% is adopted Anglicisms which are partially adapted, through the process of
primary adaptation, to the rules which are relevant in Montenegrin. Those words
are, or will be, completely harmonised and become part of lexical wealth of
Montenegrin;

- 5.82% is translated words, which came into existence through the most creative
response, and that would be translation and adaptation (localisation).

From Figure  1  it  can  be  easily  concluded  that  almost  two  thirds  of  Anglicisms  are
direct ones, i.e. they are identical to model words. This percentage should probably be
lower in order to boost creativity, and processes of primary and secondary adaptation at
the same time. The percentage of translated, “home-brewed” words should probably be
higher. Figure 1 clearly shows dominant position on Anglicisms within the Montenegrin
language. The following table contains 5 most frequent Anglicisms, both direct and
adapted.

From Table 1 it is obvious five most frequent Anglicisms in Montenegrin represent
basic parts of any computer, which is in this context self-explanatory.
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5.82%

64.89%

29.28%

Figure 1. Distribution of the total number of Anglicisms within the corpus:
64.89% - Model words; 29.28% - Adapted Anglicisms; 5.82% - Translated words.

Table 1. Relation between detected Anglicisms and their frequency in our corpus

Anglicisms Number of repetitions
Processor (direct Anglicism) 2363
Memorija (adapted Anglicism) 2022
Grafička kartica (adapted Anglicism) 1680
Monitor (adapted Anglicism) 1472
Hard disc (direct Anglicism) 1439

As we have already stated in the beginning of our conclusion, majority of detected
Anglicisms were non-adapted model words, which are taken from the source language, in
this case the English language. This type of Anglicisms is very persistent in our language
and it would be really beneficial for Montenegrin to see some of them translated in
accordance to the grammar rules of Montenegrin. If it is not possible to find a translation
equivalent to all of them it is absolutely necessary to adapt them through the processes of
either primary or secondary adaptation. In part of our corpus we were able to detect
English word joined with Montenegrin one which may be a good practice towards
transition where we would use more adapted words. However, some of the words,
abbreviations and acronyms to be precise, should not be translated since they have
communicative effect only in those forms, not only in Montenegrin but in other languages
as well.

Another conclusion which can be drawn is that the price lists are full of model words,
whereas manuals and reference books have more adapted Anglicisms, and few translation
equivalents.
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One of the reasons for this occurrence is that manuals and reference books demand
more attention from authors, and part of that professional attention will be dedicated to
which words should be used. This is not the case with price lists where we can see copy
and paste in action. Manuals, reference books and catalogues also have more neologisms
which can be a good practice but we must not exaggerate since the “artificial” creation of
neologisms is not a desirable method, but an option.

Other types of professional literature contain a huge number of Anglicisms, which
comes  as  natural,  since  most  of  the  people  using  this  sort  of  literature  are  expected  to
know enough about asembler and kompajler.  So,  while  reading  this  type  of  literature  a
sufficient level of expertise is required and consequently most of these experts do not
need translation equivalents. Additionally, most of software they use is in English, so
probably translation into Montenegrin would make little sense. But, on the other side, we
have laymen who claim everything or most of the things should be fully translated in
order for this literature to be accessible to everyone.

When compared to Montenegrin, the English language exceptionally easy creates
new lexical elements, or expands semantic fields to the existing words.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the end, we will shortly address the situation in neighbouring countries when it
comes to Anglicisms. According to some of publications, which can be found in
references, numerous authors consider this period as a “flood” time of Anglicisms. What
they point out as the most troublesome effect is that those Anglicisms are non-
systematically taken from English and that is causing further problems to grammatical
issues and rules, thus creating chaos in some languages. It is more or less explicitly stated
that media and newspapers are partially guilty for this situation, since they promote
Anglicism in their texts, in order to make them more credible. To be more precise, some
authors stated texts in print media contain numerous Anglicisms since Anglicisms are
considered “better”, “stronger”, “fancier” words than their domestic counterparts.

Whatever  is  correct,  it  is  good  to  see  that  extremist  purist  views  have  lost  their
momentum and the topic of Anglicisms or any other “-isms” is considered purely from
expert – linguistic view. This, in turn, will provide more quality to any discussion related
to this topic and enable finding of long-term solutions and policies. We have more and
more publications on this topic, and, one common idea behind all of them is that we
cannot be passive when it comes to the future of our language. Part of Anglicisms must
be adapted and the other part must be adopted as an inevitable reality of lexical evolution
of our language.

Moreover, it is necessary to establish competent bodies which would monitor the
quality of language and react where it deems appropriate. More and more experts from
different areas have to join together in order to obtain quality translations. This was more
than obvious during the recent process of the EU Questionnaire translation where the
European Council sent questions to our Government. Many experts from different fields
were gathered together, and as a result we have quality translations which would help
Montenegrin to get the place it deserves in the European language family. This is one
good examp0le how Montenegrin may be put into more prominent place. This would
enable our language to systematically deal with lexical borrowings.

To  summarise,  we  can  say  that  the  use  of  Anglicisms  is  very  frequent  in  the
Montenegrin language. This is mainly caused by:
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a) majority of computers run operating systems written in English;
b) in most of the cases the only working language of places which actively

participate in computer “race” is English;
c) situation in IT sector is rapidly changing, that Montenegrin cannot keep up to the

pace;
d) words from the register are quickly appearing and disappearing which makes it

harder to enforce processes of primary or secondary adaptation. As a result, it is
much more linguistically “economical” to use model words, i.e. direct
Anglicisms.

We think Montenegrin has a potential to meet linguistic demands of the 21st century.
These demands will become increasingly prominent as Montenegrin fully opens its gates
on its way to EU accession. We have to use this potential and keep the particularities of
our language also, our language has to change – evolve, and it is up to us to direct these
changes into positive and acceptable direction. But, whatever happens, one thing is for
certain. There will always be two sides related to this linguistic issue. On one side,
numerous linguists consider changes and external influences as an inevitable process. On
the other side, some linguists will try to conserve situation and implement purism
whenever possible, due to the fact, as they hold, linguistic changes are bad since they
“dilute” language. We will place ourselves into the first category since we believe that in
order to stop linguistic changes; we would have to stop all other social and cultural
changes, which is not the goal of societies which strive to develop.
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ABSTRACT

The paper approaches horticultural terminology by analysing English common
plant names. We are interested just in those plant names which are formed with
the help of animal names. We are not only trying to establish the connection
between the English concepts and the Romanian ones in terms of equivalency.
The paper tries to analyse terms that observe a Romanian counterpart as well as
the ones that do not.

Keywords: Terminology; Plant Names; Animal Names; Common Name

6. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to observe the way in which English plant names which
are formed with the help of animal names are represented in the Romanian language. By
that we mean to observe not just whether or not these particular English plant names have
a Romanian equivalent, but also how many of these equivalents observe the choice of the
animal name instead of just giving a semantic equivalent.

In terms of equivalency, we think it useful to extend on the concept. In Baker (2001),
we find a definition of equivalency as “the relationship of a source text (ST) and a target
text (TT) that allows the TT to be a translation of the ST in the first place. Equivalence
relationships are also said to hold between parts of STs and parts of TTs. […] equivalence
is commonly established on the basis of: the source language (SL) and target language
(TL) words supposedly referring to the same thing in the real world, i.e. on the basis of
their referential or denotative equivalence; the SL and TL words triggering the same or
similar associations in the minds of native speakers of the two languages, i.e. their
connotative equivalence; the SL and TL words being used in the same or similar contexts
in their respective languages, i.e. what Koller (1989) calls text-normative equivalence; the
SL  and  TL  words  having  the  same  effect  on  their  respective  readers,  i.e.  pragmatic
(Koller 1989) or dynamic equivalence (Nida 1964); the SL and TL words having similar
orthographic or phonological features.”

Another concept that comes up is textual equivalence, defined as the combination of
similarities in ST and TT information flow and the cohesive roles of ST and TT devices
in their respective texts. We may speak of functional equivalence when we deal with the
translator’s decision as to which consideration to be taken into account at any time.

Even though we cannot speak of actual text in the case of plant names, we still have
to take into account the definitions presented above, because the same translation rules
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apply  in  the  case  of  text  as  in  the  case  of  mere  plant  or  animal  names.  Later  on  in  the
paper, we will observe that the processes of both textual and functional equivalency are
used in finding the Romanian name for English plant names since there is no perfect
equivalency between the English and Romanian equivalents. We shall observe that in
some cases the animal names used in the two languages are the same, whereas in others
they are not.

7. MATERIAL AND METHOD

We have inventoried 80 English common plant names containing different animal
names, gathered from English language and specialised dictionaries and books. Then we
have looked for the Romanian counterparts of the English plant names analysing their
equivalency and frequency. We have also looked at 59 Romanian common plant names
containing animal names and analysed their English counterpart. Thus, we have
undertaken a contrastive analysis of the concepts in the two chosen languages.

8. RESULTS

The plant names we have analysed contain different animal names, ranging from
insects (e.g. fly agaric) to marine animals (e.g. oyster fungus), birds (e.g. gooseberry) and
mammals (e.g. ox-eye daisy). We will group the plant names according to the plant group
they pertain to. First we took a look at mushroom names: fly agaric, wolf-fart puffball,
oyster fungus, turkey tails and yellow stagshorn fungus. When looking for plant names
denominating ferns and mosses, we found: hart’s tongue/hart’s tongue fern, adder’s
tongue/adder’s-tongue fern and stagshorn clubmoss.  For  trees  and  shrubs  the  research
revealed: horse chestnut, dogwood, cowberry, gooseberry, sea buckthorn, crab apple,
bird cherry, buckthorn, alder buckthorn, dog rose and goat willow. The category of wild
flowers brought forth a large number of names: lady’s-mantle/bear’s foot/lion’s foot, red
chickweed, cow parsley, wormwood, sea wormwood, black horehound, harebell, cuckoo
flower, alpine mouse-ear/field chickweed, fat hen, red goosefoot, ox-eye daisy, frog
orchid, pignut, smooth hawksbeard, ivy-leaved toadflax, houndstongue, foxglove, viper’s
bugloss, common storksbill, cut-leaved crane’s-bill/bloody crane’s-bill, meadow crane’s-
bill, wood crane’s-bill, yellow horned-poppy, bristly ox-tongue, hogweed, mouse-ear
hawkweed, lizard orchid, horseshoe vetch, henbane, cat’s-ear, bird’s-foot trefoil, ragged
robin, dog’s mercury, monkey flower, bird’s-nest orchid, bee orchid, fly orchid, bird’s-
foot, lousewort, buckshorn plantain, greater butterfly orchid, cowslip, common fleabane,
common water-crowfoot, creeping crowfoot, sheep sorrel, goatsbeard and cow
clover/beebread. Names denominating water plants are: common horsetail/horse pipes,
water horsetail, wood horsetail, hare’s-tail cottongrass, mare’s-tail/marestail, common
duckweed/duck’s meat, narrow leaf cattail. Sea and costal plants: crab’s-eye lichen and
grasses, rushes and sedges: false fox sedge, cocksfoot grass.

If  we  examine  the  Romanian  plant  names  we  can  see,  as  previously  stated,  such
names in which the same animal in the English one occurs, and such that contain another
animal name. The following pertain to common plant names exhibiting the same animal:
fly agaric (R muscariţă, with the variant pălăria-şarpelui – ‘snake hat’); yellow stagshorn
fungus (R barba caprei); hart’s tongue (R limba cerbului); adder’s tongue (R limba
şarpelui); buckthorn (R spinul cerbului); goat willow (R salcie căprească); cuckoo flower
(R scuipatul cucului); red goosefoot (R talpa gâştei); ox-eye daisy (R ochiul boului);
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houndstongue (R limba câinelui); viper’s bugloss (R viperină); common storksbill (R
ciocul berzei with the variant ciocul-cucoarei) – we find the same Romanian translation
for cut-leaved crane’s-bill/bloody crane’s-bill, crane meaning cocor/cucoara in
Romanian; bird’s-foot trefoil (R unghia-găii – gaie is chough, a bird related to the crow),
dog’s mercury (R buruiană câinească); bird’s-nest orchid (R cuibul rândunelii), bee
orchid (R albină), lousewort (R păducherniţă), cowslip (R ţâţa vacii with the variant
ciuboţica cucului, cuc meaning ‘cuckoo’), goatsbeard (R barba caprei, ţâţa caprei),
common horsetail as  well  as water horsetail, wood horsetail and mare’s tail (R coada
calului, with the variants barba ursului, urs meaning ‘bear’, and coada iepei, iapă
meaning ‘mare’).

As for the idioms containing other animal names, we have: oyster fungus (R păstrăv
de fag – păstrăv meaning ‘trout’, still an aquatic animal but from another phylum);
stagshorn clubmoss (R brânca ursului/barba ursului – urs meaning ‘bear’); horse
chestnut (R castan porcesc – instead of horse we find porc ‘pig’,  still  a  mammal,  but
again a different order); alder buckthorn (R lemn câinesc – instead of buck we have câine
‘dog’); black horehound (R urechea porcului – again the animal name in Romanian is
‘pig’, a mammal but from another order), common duckweed (R linte broştească where
‘duck’ is replaced by broască ‘frog’, animals from different phyla).

There are also instances where the Romanian common plant does not include an
animal name (e.g. wolf-fart puffball R pufai, turkey tails R iască, stagshorn clubmoss R
pedicuţă, dogwood R sânger, cowberry R merişor, smirdar, afin roşu, afin, coacăz de
munte, gooseberry R agriş, sea buckthorn R cătină albă, crab apple R măr pădureţ, bird
cherry R mălin negru, dog rose R cacadâr, măceş, răsură, rujă, rug sălbatic, trandafir
sălbatic – even though there are several Romanian names, none of them contains a colour
name, etc).

A last category of English common plant names containing colour names is the one of
such names where we did not find a Romanian common name: frog orchid, pignut,
horseshoe vetch, monkey flower, fly orchid, greater butterfly orchid, common water-
crowfoot, etc.

We also found 56 Romanian common plant names containing an animal name.
Although all had an English counterpart, none of the English equivalents contained an
animal name (e.g. R buretele viperei – death cap; R pita vacii – cep; R băşina calului –
giant puffball;  R păstrăv de pădure – peppery milk cap;  R pălăria-şarpelui, burete
şerpesc – parasol mushroom;  R băşica porcului – puffball;  R burete păstrăv – dryad’s
saddle; R spinarea lupului – lady fern; R coada rândunicii – liverwort; R cerga ursului –
bracken;  R struţişori – lesser clubmoss;  R coada-mâţei-de-baltă – sphagnum moss;  R
lemnul câinelui – spindle tree; R porumbel – blackthorn; R coada şoricelului – yarrow; R
ochiul lupului, limba-boului – bugloss; R oiţe – wood anemone;  R porumbul şarpelui –
lords and ladies; R iarba limbricilor – milk vetch; R cireaşa lupului – deadly nightshade;
R guşa porumbelului – bladder campion). However two of them contained animal body
parts (R copita calului – hoof fungus; R untul vacii – green winged orchid, lady orchid).
As for the animal names in the Romanian common plant names we analysed, they range
from insects (e.g. iarba limbricilor – the animal name used here is ‘round worm’) to fish
(e.g. limba peştelui the animal name used here is ‘fish’) amphibians (e.g. izma-broaştei –
the animal name used here is ‘frog’), reptiles (e.g. buretele viperei – the animal name
used  here  is  ‘viper’),  to  birds  (e.g. coada rândunicii -  the  animal  name  used  here  is
‘swallow’) and mammals (e.g. ţolul lupului – the animal name used here is ‘wolf’).
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9. DISCUSSION

In the previous section, we brought forth an account of English common plant
containing an animal name and their Romanian counterparts. We have seen that most
English plant names entail an equivalent, but a very small number of plant names still
remains which bear no representation in the Romanian language. This can be explained
by  the  fact  that  some  British  plants  or  plants  common  in  the  UK  are  not  found  in  the
native Romanian flora. Also the choice of the animal name coming up in the English and
Romanian equivalent may be determined by the shape of the plant or by some kind of
resemblance with the observed animal.

 If we look at the numbers we can see that from 80 English idioms observed, only 7
do not account for a Romanian equivalent, which represent 14%. Deepening our
investigation we find that, from the remaining 73 Romanian counterparts, 32 (i.e. 40%)
do not entail animal names. 22 of the Romanian common plant names (i.e. 29%) observe
the English choice in animal names, while the other 14 (17%) take a different animal
name. Thus, though most English common plant names containing an animal name entail
a Romanian equivalent, these counterparts do not always take a Romanian animal name.

As for the 56 additional Romanian common plant names containing an animal name,
2 of them, which is a minor 3.5 %, entailed animal body parts.
.

10. CONCLUSIONS

After having analysed the 80 common English plant names containing an animal
name  and  their  Romanian  counterparts,  we  have  found  that:  14  names  do  not  exhibit  a
Romanian common plant, which may be determined by the fact that the respective plants
are not natively growing in Romania, they are imported. 32 English plant names do not
observe animal names in the Romanian counterpart, whereas from the remaining 41
names, 23 observe the same colour names as in English and the last 14 contain a different
colour name in Romanian. Comparing the percentages we will observe that even though
the percentage of plant names containing the same animal name in Romanian is larger
than that of plant names containing a different animal name (29% vs. 17%), the greater
percentage (i.e. 40%) of plant names do not contain any animal name.

After extending our research on Romanian common plant names containing animal
names, we found not only English common plant names whose Romanian counterparts do
not exhibit animal names, but also Romanian common plant names entailing containing
an animal name, whose English counterparts do not entail animal names.
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ABSTRACT

This paper aims at researching the English borrowings borrowed into the
Romanian language and the alteration suffered by them from an orthographic
perspective. The focus of the analysis revolves around the stages through which a
borrowing undergoes to be adapted or assimilated into the receiving language, but
also a classification of the terms pertaining to the donor tongue which are under way
of adaptation, fully assimilated or at an inchoate stage in the process. The study of
socio-linguistics sheds light upon this language phenomenon, endorsing the
theoretical grid of the research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When a foreign word is borrowed into a language, it surpasses an elaborate process of
adaptation to the linguistic system of that language. The adaptation is incipiently deemed
on a phonetic level.

As a rule, the speakers emulate the pronunciation of the borrowing (or loanword) as it
is pronounced in the donor language but an accurate phonetic replica is hardly possible.
The phonemes of the native language are liable to replace the unfamiliar sounds of the
lending language. The form of the borrowing causes, sometimes, such difficulty in
pronunciation that the adaptation of the word is almost unachievable.

Romanian spelling is mainly phonetic (Graur 1995; Ciobanu 2004), phonemic more
precisely (Avram 1990) unlike English spelling which is etymological, a linguistic feature
that generates “a discrepancy between the written form and the pronunciation of the most
English words” (Ciobanu 2004). She also asserts that “phonetic spelling” has to be
understood according to Vasiliu’s definition as “a system with each sound denoted by a
letter and each letter having the same sound to denote it”. (Vasiliu 1979)

2. THE CLASSIFICATION OF BORROWINGS

The English borrowings can be divided into three categories, according to their
spelling (Hristea 1995):

- borrowings that have a phonetic spelling: meci, aut, gol, aisberg, lider, miting,
şiling, ofsaid, spicher (written like this it has the meaning of “announcer”,
“presenter” in Romanian), finiş, seif, feribot, henţ, etc.;

- borrowings that have an etymological spelling.
It seems that the general propensity of literary Romanian is, currently, to spell the

English borrowings the same way they are spelt in the source language. The process of
adaptation is deliberately “hindered” due to some psychological and socio-linguistic
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factors. Stoichiţoiu (2001) claims that the linguistic conscience of a Romanian speaker
who can also speak English and his/her “pride” to spell a borrowed word à l’anglaise fall
into the category of psychological factors that impede orthographical adaptation.

Among the socio-linguistic factors, an important part is played by the inner
motivations of various groups of speakers concerning the terminology they use.
Stoichitoiu (2001) also expounds the situation of experts for whom the preservation of
borrowings, from different special-field vocabularies, in their original form, is
engendered by their universal usage and by their common purpose of communication
among professionals. “Stylistic” (connotative) Anglicisms preserve their original spelling
due to their power of suggestion, to their expressive force (this can be clearly remarked in
the language of the press as well as that of the young people), to “the prestige” of the
English word. This category of borrowings is the richest of the three, as far as examples
are concerned. It entails borrowed words pertaining to various fields of activity:

- sports and games: badminton, soccer, bowling, jogging, fitness team, corner,
outsider;

- economics, trade, finance: management, manager, know-how, business, brand,
joint venture, marketing, merchandiser, merchandising, leasing, investment-
banking, home-banking, broker, advertising, charter, cash, stand-by, voucher;

- IT: computer, mouse, hard disk, hardware, software, server, scanner, laptop,
driver, floppy disk, site, e-mail, etc.;

- music, movies: rock, rap, musical, music-hall, horror, thriller, western, science-
fiction, blues, etc.;

- food and drinks: hamburger, hotdog, cheeseburger, snacks, toast, ketchup, chips,
brandy, cherry-brandy, scotch, whisky, etc.;

- the language of newspapers: leasing, catering, entertainment, dealer, design,
trend, agreement, internet, cash & carry, training, marketing manager, brand,
supermarket, business, handset, shopping centre, etc. (Bursa, 140, July 19th 2005;
Capital, 9, March 2nd 2006; Capital, 10, March 9th 2006).

There are borrowed words that have a hybrid spelling (they combine the etymological
spelling and the foreign pronunciation):

- punci < E punch [pÃntS];
- the English word bungalow [bÃNg«l«U] was recorded in DEX (1998) with

the hybrid spelling bungalou but in DOOM (2005) this word has an etymological
spelling;

- aisberg < iceberg [aIsbÎùg]: the former part (“ais”) of this borrowing is spelled
according to the English pronunciation [aIs], while the latter part of this word
(“berg”) has preserved the etymological spelling;

- beatnic < beatnik [biùtnIk]: in this case, the etymological spelling is preserved in
the former part of the borrowing and the phonetic spelling is rendered in the latter
half.

Currently, very few English borrowings have a hybrid spelling because the tendency
of contemporary literary Romanian is to employ these borrowings with their original,
etymological spelling. DOOM (2005) records most of the English borrowings with their
etymological spelling, even some of those that were recorded in DEX (1998) with a
hybrid spelling or a phonetic one, for example:

- dandi (DEX 1998) – hybrid spelling;
- dandy (DOOM 2005) – etymological spelling;
- parching (DEX 1998) – the English “k” is replaced with the group of letters “ch”;
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- parking (DOOM 2005) – etymological spelling;
- taim-aut (DEX 1998) – phonetic spelling;
- time-out (DOOM 2005) – etymological spelling.

3. ANALYSIS

Lyutakova Rumyana approaches the topic under discussion in an article (The
orthographic adaptation of English borrowings in Romanian and Bulgarian) that
appeared in the Romanoslavica journal, in 2004. She explains that the English
borrowings that enter the Romanian language are first of all assimilated from a phonetic
point of view and only afterwards from an orthographic one. She also talks about the
different degrees of orthographic adaptation. Her classification bears some resemblance
to that of Hristea (1995). She mentions three stages of orthographic adaptation:
initial/preliminary adaptation, the stage of borrowings that are under way of adaptation
and the assimilation (borrowings that are completely assimilated into Romanian).

3.1. THE INITIAL ADAPTATION

The English borrowings that fall into this category have an incomplete degree of
adaptation to the orthographic system of Romanian and most of them preserve their
original spelling. Lyutakova (2004) remarks that this is actually an open-ended area
where “isolated uses” (2004) may occur but usually such usages do not go beyond this
stage of adaptation.

Most of the English borrowings belong to this stage and they have an etymological
spelling. Apart from the recent borrowings: hardware, marketing, workshop, feedback,
brainstorming, hold-up, pacemaker, killer, display, challenge-day, duty-free, airbag, etc.
(some  of  them  are  not  recorded  in  dictionaries  of  present-day  Romanian:  DEX,  MDN,
DOOM), there are also some borrowings whose spelling has not been changed yet
although they are older borrowings: team, bridge, whisky, western, twist, rummy, musical,
etc. Lyutakova (2004) states further that this initial stage can be easily covered if the form
of the etymon ranges naturally among those in the Romanian orthographic system. She
provides some examples: hit, top, poster, spot, card, and clip.

3.2. ENGLISH BORROWINGS THAT ARE UNDER WAY OF ADAPTATION

This represents the intermediary stage that” shows the evolution of the borrowing in
its way towards assimilation” (Lyutakova 2004). The borrowed word has a transitory
form displaying the features of both the donor and the receiving language (a combination
of etymological and phonetic spelling). The borrowings that are at this stage have hybrid
spellings and, for some of them, more than one spelling is recorded in the dictionaries.

The spelling variants denote “the evolution and the direction of changes that took
place in the process of adaptation” (Lyutakova 2004). As long as there are still variants of
spelling the process of assimilation is not completely over.

Mioara Avram (1987) distinguishes between the variants recorded and accepted by
DOOM and those used in every day speech which are not recorded in that dictionary or in
others that tackle normative issues. There are many examples of spelling variants
(etymological/phonetic spelling):
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- bodyguard / badigard (DOOM 2005): this word appeared with the phonetic
spelling (badigard) in the Adevărul newspaper (October 26th 1996), but at
present the etymological variant is widely used in magazines and newspapers;

- break / brec (DOOM);
- clearing / cliring (DOOM 2005; DEX 1998);
- clovn / claun (DOOM 2005);
- cocktail / cocteil (DOOM 2005);
- derby / derbi (DOOM 2005);
- game/ ghem (DOOM 2005);
- penalty / penalty (DOOM 2005);
- roast beef / rosbif (DOOM);
- sandvici / sendviş (DOOM 2005);
- sandviş / sandvici / sanviş (DEX 1998) (the last two are optional spelling variants,

the first one is recommended by DEX);
- smash / smeş (DOOM 2005).
The spelling of the borrowings clovn and brec was  regulated  in  1953  by  a  major

spelling reform. Among the words that were subjected to the same process of regulation,
there are also fotbal and chec.

3.3. THE ASSIMILATION OF ENGLISH BORROWINGS

Once a borrowing is assimilated into the receiving language, it loses the features of
the source language. These are taken over by those of the receiving language and
sometimes the word can no longer be identified as a borrowing. This last stage comprises
English borrowings that have a phonetic spelling. They have entered everyday speech and
have been assimilated from a phonological point of view: cec, fotbal, henţ, scheci, volei,
hochei, seif, buget, and also some “corrupted” forms: blugi, bişniţă, ciungă, dangarezi,
gref (these forms are criticized by linguists and are specific to colloquial speech)

Lyutakova (2004) also refers to the backward/inverted adaptation. Some
orthographically assimilated borrowings are being used nowadays with their original,
etymological spelling (the phonetic spelling is replaced with the etymological one):

- cnocdaun, cnocaut (DEX) → knockdown, knockout (DOOM);
- hailaif (DEX 1998) → high-life (DOOM 2005);
- jaz (DEX) → jazz (DOOM);
- şalanger (DEX) → challenger (DOOM).
In the same article in Romanoslavica magazine, Lyutakova (2004) renders

perspicuous the matter of double letters (graphemes). The orthographical rules of
Romanian demand that double consonants be written only where they render a phonetic
reality like in accelera, accent. There are many English borrowings whose spelling is
characterized by a double letter (double consonant) (Lyutakova 2004). She also states that
the groups of identical letters are the first to be subjected to the process of adaptation.
They can be divided into three classes:

- borrowings that have preserved the double consonants: business, bluff, hobby,
reggae, summit, scrabble, thriller, lobby, banner (DOOM 2005);

- borrowings that display variants: stress (MDN 2002) / stres (DOOM, MDN
2002), boss /  bos (DOOM 2005), rapper / raper (MDN 2002), uppercut (MDN
2002) / upercut (DOOM, MDN);
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- borrowed words that have been assimilated with a single letter (although the
English words contain a double consonant): buldog (DOOM), ofset (DOOM),
tenis (DOOM), stoper (DOOM), presing (DOOM), congres (DOOM).

It can be said that most English words spelled with a double consonant, have
preserved this feature when they were borrowed into Romanian.

The group of letters “ck” has the equivalents “c” and “ch” in Romanian: bec < back,
docher < docker, cocteil < cocktail (in DOOM, it is also recorded with the etymological
spelling cocktail). However, many borrowings containing this group of letters have an
etymological spelling: rock, snack-bar, cockpit, hacker, background, feedback, pick-up,
lock-out, play-back, etc. Lyutakova (2004) remarks that sometimes the etymological
spelling may lead to confusion due to the contradiction between the English and the
Romanian spelling systems. The consonant group “ch” corresponds to [tS] in English and
to [k] in Romanian when it is followed by front vowels. That is why the English word
“chip” has only been borrowed recently; its meaning was rendered by the loan-
translation, “pastilă” or by the phrase “circuit integrat”. Because of its international status
this word has entered Romanian and has been adapted to its spelling: cip in order to avoid
the homography with the older lexeme: chip [kip].

The letter “y” is rendered as such in most of the borrowings: lobby, whisky, cowboy,
hobby, fairplay, sexy, spray, hippy, and cherry-brandy. Very few borrowings containing
the letter “y” have been adapted to the Romanian orthographic system; this letter is
replaced with “i”: iaht, volei, hochei, nailon; some borrowings are recorded in DOOM
with both spellings: derby / i, penalty / i, rugby / i.

The letter “w”  is  quite  similar  to  “y”  as  far  as  adaptation  is  concerned.  It  remains
unchanged in most English borrowings: weekend, whisky, western, twist, swing, etc. It is
assimilated in the following borrowings: clovn, sveter, vatman, vafă (“w” is replaced with
“v”).

The problem that emerges in the case of the compounds is whether the compound
borrowings should be written solid, hyphenated or as completely separate words. The
spelling rules of Romanian regarding the compounds take into account the extent to
which the component parts preserve their morphological identity; the elements that
receive the suitable inflection are hyphenated (Avram 1987).

Some compound borrowings preserve their original spelling:
- compounds that are written solid both in English and in Romanian: bodyguard,

cowboy, pacemaker, weekend (Oxford 1995, DOOM 2005);
- compounds that are hyphenated both in the lending and the receiving language:

music-hall, know-how, non-stop, play-back, duty-free, etc. (Oxford 1995, DOOM
2005).

Other  compounds  that  are  written  in  English  as  two  completely  separate  words  are
either written solid or hyphenated, in Romanian: fairplay, bestseller, etc.; mass-media,
sex-appeal, talk-show, etc. (DOOM 2005). The borrowings lockout and showroom
(written solid in English) are hyphenated in Romanian: lock-out, show-room.

In Romanian there is a tendency to hyphenate the compound borrowings even when
the hyphen does not exist in the original word. Separating by a hyphen the elements of a
compound helps clarify its meaning, structure, to the Romanian speaker facilitating its
integration, as well.
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CONCLUSION

The insufficient degree of orthographical adaptation of some borrowings can be
noticed in the way these borrowings are spelled in Romanian newspapers and magazines;
they are hyphenated when the definite article is added or when the plural form occurs:
site-ul, toping-uri (Bursa,140, July 2005), lobby-ul, agreement-uri, site-uri (Ziarul
financiar, 167, July 2005), know-how-ul, help-line-ul (Capital, 9, March 2006), browser-
ul, mall-uri, firewall-ul (Săptămâna financiară, February 2006).

Nevertheless, there are borrowings that Romanian has adapted to its orthographic
system, such as: match vs. meci, speaker vs. spicher, goal vs. gol, finish vs. finiş, etc.
Some English borrowings even display spelling variants in Romanian: break / brec, clovn
/ claun, etc.

Other borrowings that were assimilated from an orthographic point of view in the past
are nowadays recorded in the dictionaries and used with their original, etymological
spelling: jazz, challenger, etc.

With regard to the spelling of the compound borrowings it has to be mentioned that
the hyphen is widely used in Romanian, even when the original compound word is not
hyphenated.
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ABSTRACT

The paper has examined various attitudes and the corresponding error correction
devices to students’ spoken English errors in the English speaking language
classrooms, and analyzed their limitations, suggesting that a common sense approach
to errors in spoken English may work well. Compared with current widely-used
approaches, it is helpful to improve student’s spoken language skill, promote fluency
and accuracy of spoken language. Moreover, this pattern is minimally disruptive to
both the flow of the lesson and student motivation, and easy to operate, as well as
flexible.

Keywords: SLA; Linguistics; Discourse Errors; Error Correction Approaches
.

1. INTRODUCTION

The language change and its systematization stimulate the language to be learnable, at
the same time, also it cause the learner inevitably to commit errors. Foreign language
acquisition is a process of committing errors and correcting them unceasingly. The
spoken language teaching develops learners’ oral skills, in the current process, in order to
help them express English fluently and accurately. It is necessary to correct the errors by
learners. According to the error type, its origin; the study level, the psychology of
learners; content, situation of speech, etc., there may be different error correction
approaches and strategies. But in the daily teaching classes, they are often difficult to
grasp, even to apply.

2. DIFFERENT ASPECTS TOWARDS ERRORS

Researchers and teachers dispute over how to treat errors heatedly and continuously
for quite a long period. The traditional viewpoint is that we, teachers, should deal with
any error that appears. It is uncomfortable simply observing student error without taking
any action. So most teachers hold they will correct students’ errors whenever they
discover. According to the behaviourism theory, many teachers regard errors a kind of
“negative stimulus”; errors must be corrected at any cost. Otherwise, students would form
a wrong habit, which will be hardly removed in the future. But from the 80s last century,
second language acquisition theory supports different views over language forms and
error corrections. Based on second language acquisition theories, “language study” is
conscious, the study goal is to understand the external form of the language, that is, to
know about the language rules but not the language itself.

Learners should be allowed enough time to think and apply such rules to actual
speeches, but in the majority of communicative situations, they don’t have time to
consider and use these rules. If their statements are interrupted during the speech,
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especially treated as errors to correct, they will be scatterbrained to some degree, anxious,
even passive. Therefore, it is inimical to second language acquisition. So many
researchers  argue  that  errors  could  be  tolerable,  especially  those  in  favour  of
communication teaching methods, advocating that there is no need to correct errors. They
say it is natural for learners to produce errors, which will be able to vanish gradually.
Meanwhile different voices come on, they predict it is likely to result in error-fossil, if
errors are not corrected immediately, as a result, they could easily form the fossils in
learners’ mind. Up to now, there is still no agreement over whether to correct errors, how,
when and where.

3. TYPES OF ERRORS AND ITS CORRESPONDING CORRECTIONS

Second language acquisition is a process which advances gradually. During this
period, learners can make various errors. Based on the different standard, there may be
many kinds of divisions, for example, according to the language intelligibility; errors
could be divided into two types, global errors and local errors. The former can be defined
as those that affect comprehension, while the latter usually doesn’t break down
communication. For the global errors, most teachers share similar opinions that such
errors must be corrected, through a variety of ways, such as, prompt, guiding, negotiation
and so on; for the latter, there exists two views: one school holds that local errors will not
hinder the statements from being understood, therefore, it is unnecessary to spend time on
it; while the other argues this type of errors also violate the language rules, if it is not
corrected  in  time,  as  time  passes,  it  will  deposit  in  the  deep  memory,  which  is  hard  to
eliminate, so error-fossils appear. And we can also categorize errors by the reason for
their production. Firstly, pre-systematic errors, when learners have no idea about a certain
grammar rule, he commits such errors; secondly, learners misuse some grammar rules. As
a result, the errors produced are called systematic errors; thirdly, post-systematic errors,
learners do know about some grammar rules, but they couldn’t use them correctly and
suitably. Due to the high subjectivity and some disagreements over the error correction
process in question; this category is seldom put into use in teaching activities. At present,
widely-used division is based on psycholinguistics theory. According to linguistic type,
errors could be attributed to four sources:

3.1. INTER-LINGUAL INTERFERENCE

There always exist some similarities between the mother tongue and the target
language. For the similar part, the learner may transfer concepts from the mother tongue
into the target language. But there also exists some diversity between them, so when the
learners feel he could express in the equivalent way, he falls into pitfalls.

For example: *Our group has ten boys and ten girls.

Such sentences appear frequently owing to the influence of Uzbek and Turkish word
order, which in English should be:

There are ten boys and ten girls in our group.
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3.2. INTRA-LINGUAL INTERFERENCE

Intra-lingual interference comes from the target language itself. When a learner has
already known some grammar rules about that language, some knowledge learned earlier
will have certain effects on his further study.

For example: *She buyed an ice-cream.

Here, the speaker has already understood the past tense and verbal inflection in
English, but he follows the general way to add “ed” to the verb “buy”. It is an example of
misusing suffixes.

3.3. NON-LINGUISTIC INTERFERENCE

Psychological factors and the objective environment can also lend itself to make
errors.

For example: Lucy told his mother a lie. It is possible that the storyteller was so
shy, anxious, nervous, etc. that she commits such an error.

3.4. CULTURAL INTERFERENCE

The cultural background of one’s mother tongue will exert a certain effect on his
second language acquisition.

Say, in South Korea, it is common to greet somebody with the followings: “Where
are you going?” or “Have you eaten?” But they are unacceptable in western countries.

It is firmly believed that, according to psycholinguistics transfer theory, when
learning a target language, one’s mother tongue can inevitably have a certain influence on
it. This kind of influence is called “transfer”. “Transfer” may be either positive or
negative. “Positive transfer” could promote language acquisition accordingly, while
“negative transfer” will prevent him from making progress. But under certain conditions,
“negative transfer” could be transformed. Errors originate from the process of “negative
transfer”, if the learner could correct his errors in time, and then this “negative transfer”
will  be  also  helpful  to  his  language  acquisition.  “Language  transfer”  is  rather
unconscious. Whereupon, most learners will unconsciously understand, explain; even
appraise the target language in his usual way, which is defined “pragmatic transfer”. The
errors produced in this stage are inter-lingual interference or cultural interference, which
are severer than intra-lingual interference. Intra-lingual interference result in some errors
which usually will not break down the communication. The speaker committing such
errors will leave an impression that he is not good at grammar, but if he has produced
errors owing to inter-lingual interference or cultural interference, he will be considered
being uneducated, offensive, even legally reprehensible.

For the cases regarding inter-lingual interference or cultural interference, we know it
is grammar rules, language knowledge or study experience of one’s own mother tongue
that have impact on second language acquisition. So in the teaching, we could ask the
students to compare the two languages in details, such as sentence structure, expressive
function, etc; help them to discriminate the pragmatic meanings of different sentence
patterns; guide them to unique cultural background of the target language. We should
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introduce the target language culture background step by step; open some subjects
covering its history, society, humanistic community, etc. Lectures, books or journals in
these fields will be also helpful. All the approaches above are supported by teachers and
researchers.  But  to  the  errors  in  this  aspect,  they  could  reach  a  conclusion,  and  the
correction varies from person to person.

Discussing further in class, you could not elaborate due to limited time. Dealing with
the  errors  later,  it  is  hard  for  you  to  arouse  full  attention,  perhaps  the  students  have
already left them out of mind. To the intra-lingual interference, we should emphasize
grammar study, sentence structure, conduct drills repeatedly, and ask students to pay
attention to the accuracy of their speech. The errors produced in this stage ought to be
corrected, which is advocated by most teachers. But how to do that and when to do that
may have some disagreements. Pointing out errors on the spot, you have to interrupt the
student, as a result, he could not continue his representation as he has planned, and he
may even develop negativity. Dealing with them later, they will not leave a deep
impression on him.

To the non-linguistic interference, most people share the view that such errors need
not to be corrected, since the speaker are shy, nervous, tired, etc. They will disappear as
time passes. While there are still a minority insist that they should be corrected as well,
because repeated and unconscious commitments will lead to “error-fossil”.

4. A COMMON SENSE APPLICATION TO ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

This approach is composed of five stages: discovery, isolation, explanation,
experimentation, and learning-acquisition. And it is student-centred. Traditionally the
speaking class is teacher-centred. Most time is devoted to teachers’ inquiry.
Comparatively this approach provides students with lots of opportunities to speak in
class. It is minimally disruptive to both the flow of the lesson and student motivation.

In  such  classrooms  teachers  will  play  a  role  as  an  organizer  and  listener.  In  the
process of representation by the student, the teacher could listen quietly and make a note
of the errors. He needn’t point them out on the scene. After all the representations, he
could focus on some. According to the coverage and frequency of errors, he may have a
definite object in view. In class, there could be many forms of communication, such as
dictation, question-answer, brief interview, dialogue, group work, etc. In any activity,
errors are inevitable. The teacher must listen carefully in order to identify and note errors.
He could put errors under different student respectively. A sentence containing errors
should be isolated for subsequent treatment. It is good to keep that whole sentence, better
with the previous or the next one. If the same kind of error appears again, he could just
mark a certain sign, showing its repeated occurrence. In this stage he should discriminate
“mistake” and “error”.

Errors are classified along two lines: global or local, global errors can be defined as
those that affect comprehension, while local errors, though linguistically non- or sub-
standard, do not break down communication, but cause misunderstanding somehow.
Errors actually involve language that has not been acquired or has been incorrectly
acquired, while mistakes are idiosyncratic, careless, and inconsistent. In the daily
teaching, it is not easy to tell them apart.

Sometimes, the student will violate grammar rules, making some errors, but as the
communication goes on, he may discover the errors himself, or find it with the help of his
partner, and then he corrects them on his own. Under that situation, you couldn’t attribute
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this error to category of his errors. You just put them aside as mistakes. From this aspect,
the common sense approach is more advantageous than others.

First, it goes without direct intervention, then, observing students thoroughly.
Isolation is the key stage of this approach, and teachers should note the whole errors
respectively, identify its type, pragmatic errors or linguistic ones, if the errors fall into the
latter kind, he should subdivide into different category: pronunciation, morphology,
semantics, syntax, etc. For different type, he could mark with different sign. Such as: G
for grammatical error (Grammar); M means wrong morphology (Morphology); S
(Syntax) shows syntax error, and so on. In this way it is also much quicker to make a
note.  After  all  the  representations,  comes  the  third  stage:  explanation.  In  this  stage,  the
teacher  describes  the  errors,  this  not  only  alerts  the  student  that  an  error  has  been
identified and is about to be treated, but also describes where the problem is occurring,
(ex: syntax, morphology, semantics, phonology) and what the problem involves (ex:
incorrect production of a phoneme, misuse of verb, incorrect word order, etc.).

He need not direct any error that has been produced. He could make a choice
emphatically. For some global errors, he must explain, either on the blackboard or on the
slide, so all the people can notice. He could elaborate on them himself, or ask students to
discuss, and self-correction or peer-correction is welcome in this stage. But for one or two
inconsiderable errors of someone, he needn’t point them out, just show them to that
student, it is ok. After the thorough explanation, experimentation follows. This stage
could be flexible, either on class or after class, depending on the flow of the lesson or
actual condition. It will vary from teacher to teacher.

Pronunciation problems could be addressed utilizing minimal pairs and points of
articulation, while grammar correction could be handled by contrasting the unacceptable
form with the acceptable form, morphology and syntax problems often involve
developmental errors, such as the overgeneralization of second language verb rules, e.g.,
*buyed instead of bought, it is in fact contrastive, or negative transfer errors. Unlike
traditional correction, where the student is drilled until the correct form is internalized,
experimentation makes no short-term time demands on the student. The student attempts
to correctly use the language in a real communicative environment, which may last an
indeterminate period of time. Arrival at the final stage, learning-acquisition, and students
may learn quickly, and then have to relearn later, or learn slowly and have to relearn
periodically. Days later, the teacher could check some points concerning their errors, give
some topics to communicate, see if they could perform better in the real communicative
situation. The five-stage approach avoids both the monotony and stress of intense audio-
lingual  classrooms,  and  is  less  artificial  and  yields  results  as  good  as  or  better  than
traditional error correction.

5. CONCLUSION

In brief, in spoken language teaching the teacher should treat errors differently, he
need not correct any error or put one aside. To train students to speak bravely is of great
importance. Meanwhile to help them to discover, correct, and seldom commit errors is
much more important. Only in this way, could we lay a solid foundation for further study,
pushing listening, speaking, reading, writing synchronously.
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EINFÜHRUNG

In diesem Beitrag werden Bemühungen um einen dynamischen und in Einklang
mit der modernen elektronischen Technologie stehenden Fremdsprachenunterricht
(FSU) im Fach Deutsch für Juristen an der Juristischen Fakultät in Osijek
beschrieben. Zunächst werden einige Methoden und Ansätze dargestellt, die den
Deutschunterricht auf der Hochschulebene abwechslungsreich, motivierend und
interessant für die Studenten machen könnten. Als Zielvorausetzung ist ein
handlungsorientierter Fremdsprachenunterricht gestellt, bei dem eine besondere
Betonung auf die Erlernung der Fachterminologie und der im betreffenden
Fachbereich am häufigsten vorkommenden grammatischen Formen und Strukturen
gelegt wird. Der Einsatz von Computertechnologie ist heutzutage im
fremdsprachlichen Hochschulunterricht unentbehrlich: nicht nur zum Zweck einer
interessanten und mit visuellen Mitteln unterstützten Vorlesung, sondern auch für die
selbstständigen schriftlichen und mündlichen Aufgaben der Studenten. Eine
besondere Art der selbständigen Arbeit der Studenten im Deutsch- und
Englischunterricht an der Juristischen Fakultät in Osijek stellen mündliche
Präsentationen mit Hilfe von PowerPoint Programmen als ein integrativer Teil des
FSU dar. Am Ende des Beitrags wird die Teilnahme der Studenten der Osijeker
Juristischen Fakultät (Kroatien) und der Juristischen Fakultät aus Pecs (Ungarn) am
gemeinsamen internationalen Projekt „IurOP 2005/2006/2007/2008“ beschrieben.

Schlüsselwörter: Fremdsprachenunterricht; Deutschunterricht; Hochschulebene;
Fachsprache Deutsch im Bereich Jura

1. EINLEITUNG

In der Hochschulausbildung der Gegenwart stellen Fremdsprachenkenntnisse eine der
wichtigsten Schlüsselqualifikationen dar. Sie eröffnen bessere Chancen zu beruflichen
Laufbahnen und sind eine unentbehrliche Voraussetzung für lebenslanges Lernen. Davon
berichten die Ergebnisse rezenter Forschungen des Bedarfs an Fremdsprachenkenntnisse,
die an einem umfangreichen Musterstück der erwachsenen Befragten in Kroatien
durchgeführt wurden (Cindrić & Narančić Kovač 2005). Mit der Einführung des
Bologna-Prozesses haben Fremdsprachen im universitären Unterricht in Kroatien an
Bedeutung bekommen, da ein der Ziele der Hochschulreform ist, durch Vergleichbarkeit
der Studiengänge, den Studenten die Mobilität innerhalb europäischer Fakultäten zu
ermöglichen. Doch wird dem Fachsprachenunterricht häufig nicht jene Bedeutung
zugeteilt, die er haben sollte. Dies bezieht sich vor Allem auf nichtenglische
Fremdsprachen, denen an vielen Fakultäten die Gefahr droht, aus dem Pflichtteil des
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Studiums zu verschwinden. Diese Tendenzen sind für einige fachbezogene Fakultäten
typisch (z.B., an der Fakultät für Elektrotechnik und der für Bauwissenschaft der
Universität Osijek ist Deutsch nur ein Wahlfach). Französisch als eine der offiziellen
Sprachen in Institutionen der EU ist in einer noch schlechteren Lage: es ist weder als
Pflicht- noch als Wahlfach in die Curricula der Fakultäten der Osijeker Universität
inkorporiert. Diese Benachteiligung der nichtenglischen Fremdsprachen entspricht nicht
der Bedeutung der deutschen und französischen Sprache für viele Berufe und
Wissenschaftsbereiche. Obwohl die Studenten in der Regel beim Eintritt an die Fakultät
jene Fremdsprache wählen, die sie in der Mittelschule als erste Fremdsprache gelernt
haben, immatrikulieren immer mehr Studenten Englisch statt Deutsch, weil sie glauben,
sie können Englisch besser, oder sie finden Englisch als eine leichtere Sprache zum
Lernen als Deutsch. Langfristig gesehen, scheint es, dass nur die Bemühungen der
Lehrkräfte um einen qualitätvollen und abwechslungsreichen Fremdsprachenunterricht
positiv auf die Erhaltung des Interesses der Studenten für andere Sprachen als Englisch
einwirken können. In diesem Zusammenhang ist es oft der Initiative des Lehrers und
seiner Bereitschaft für die Motivierung der Studenten überlassen, neue, angemessenere
und flexiblere Ansätze und Methoden in den Fremd(fach)sprachenunterricht einzutragen.
Diese sollten in Einklang mit der schnellen Entwicklung der Informations- und
Kommunikationstechnologien stehen. In dieser Arbeit werden Bemühungen um einen
dynamischen und in Einklang mit der modernen elektronischen Technologie stehenden
Fremdsprachenunterricht (FSU) im Fach Deutsch für Juristen an der Juristischen Fakultät
in Osijek beschrieben. Zunächst werden einige Methoden und Ansätze dargestellt, die den
Deutschunterricht auf der Hochschulebene abwechslungsreich, motivierend und
interessant für die Studenten machen könnten. Als besondere Art der Studentenaktivität
im Unterricht werden die Power Point Präsentationen der Sudenten zu einem von ihnen
ausgewählten juristischen Thema im mittleren Teil der Arbeit beschrieben. Am Ende
wird die Zusammenarbeit Osijeker Jurastudenten, die Deutsch als FS lernen, mit ihren
Kollegen aus Pecs (Ungarn) an einem gemeinsamen Projekt dargestellt, in dem sowohl
die Fremdsprachenkenntnisse als auch juristische Fachkenntnisse der Studenten aus den
beiden Städten angewandt und zum Ausdruck gebracht wurden.

2. GESTALTUNG EINES ABWECHSLUNGSREICHEN UND
MOTIVIERENDEN FSU NACH DEN ERGEBNISSEN EINER

BEDARFSANALYSE

Nach der Implementierung der Bologna-Erklärung (2005) wurde an juristischen
Fakultäten in Kroatien das bis dahin vierjährige Studium um ein Jahr verlängert. Vor der
Reform war die fachspezifische Fremdsprachenausbildung in den beiden ersten
Studienjahren mit jeweils zwei Wochestunden angesiedelt. Die Stundenzahl und die
ECTS-Punkte unterscheiden sich an den einzelnen juristischen Fakultäten in Kroatien (es
gibt insgesamt 4 solche Fakultäten: in Zagreb, Rijeka, Osijek und Split). An der
juristischen Fakultät in Osijek findet der fachspezifische Fremdsprachenunterricht (als
Pflichtfach) in Form von Vorlesungen und Seminaren statt, mit insgesamt 4
Wochenstunden, und bringt 3 ECTS-Punkte. Als Wahlfach wird die fachspezifische
Fremdsprache (Englisch und Deutsch) im 9. und 10. Semester angeboten, und bringt 3,5
Punkte.

Fremdsprachliche Handlungskompetenz als Ziel des fremdsprachlichen Unterrichts
an den fachbezogenen Hochschulen kann als „die Fähigkeit des Lerners, sich in der
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Zielsprache fachlich angemessen zu informieren und zu verständigen“ (Fearns 2003)
bestimmt werden. Dabei müssen drei grundlegende Kompetenzen als Bestandteile der
kommunikativen Kompetenz in Betracht genommen werden: grammatische,
soziolinguistiche und strategische Kompetenz (Canale & Swain 1980). Zur Realisierung
dieser Ziele gehören die Beherrschung der Fachterminologie und die damit verbundenen
rezeptiven und produktiven Fertigkeiten. Bei der Einübung der Fachterminologie, sowie
bei der Auswahl grammatischer Stukturen und deren Internalisierung werden die
Ergebnisse der Fachsprachenforschung herangezogen, vor allem die Resultate der
Bedarfsanalyse, die ich vor ein paar Jahren auf dem Korpus der Jurastudenten und
Professoren der Juristischen Fakultäten in Osijek und Rijeka, sowie der in verschiedenen
juristischen Berufen tätigen Juristen aus den beiden Städten durchgeführt habe. Im
wesentlichen Teil der Forschung, durch welchen ich den konkreten Bedarf im
Fremdsprachenbereich erfahren wollte, sollten die Befragten angeben, welche
sprachlichen Kenntnisse und Fertigkeiten sie bei der Ausübung ihres Berufes am meisten
vermissen, in welchen Situationen und bei welchen Tätigkeiten sie die deutsche Sprache
verwenden, welche sprachlichen Fertigkeiten in juristischen Berufen besonders wichtig
sind und welche Kenntnisse und Fertigkeiten im Fremdsprachenunterricht an den
Fakultäten unzureichend oder überhaupt nicht berücksichtgt wurden. In allen vier
Kategorien dominierte der Bedarf an Entwicklung der fachbezogener Sprechfertigkeit.
Als Komponenten der sprachlichen Kompetenz, deren Mangel sie am stärksten spüren,
gaben 40% der Befragten flieβendes Sprechen und 29% die Kenntnis der
Fachterminologie an. Als Situationen, in denen sie die deutsche Sprache gebrauchen,
gaben die meisten alltägliche Verständigung während eines Auslandsaufenthalts an
(62,73%), es folgten die Rezeption von Fachliteratur (52,43%) und die Verständigung an
fachlichen Veranstaltungen (47,27%). Die Hälfte der Befragten fand alle
kommunikativen Fertigkeiten gleichermaβen wichtig für juristische Berufe, für ein Drittel
war die Sprechfertigkeit am wichtigsten. Mehr als die Hälfte war der Meinung, dass die
Entwicklung gerade dieser Fertigkeit im Fremdsprachenunterricht an den Fakultäten zu
wenig gefördert wurde. Im allgemeinen waren die Befragten an Einsatz von mehr
Sprachübungen und die Sprechfertigkeit entwickelnden Unterrichtsmethoden interessiert.
Aus diesen Gründen werden im fachbezogenen Deutschunterricht an der Juristischen
Fakultät in Osijek nach den Vorlesungen zu einem grammatischen Thema regelmäβig die
mündliche Übersetzungsübungen eingeführt, und zwar kleine Alltags- oder, wenn
möglich, themabezogene Gespräche, die aus dem Kroatischen ins Deutsche übersetzt
werden, oder kleine Sequenzen der thematisch miteinander verbundenen Sätze, die sich
auf Studentenleben oder Studenteninteressen beziehen, und, selbstverständlich, den
betreffenden grammatischen Konstrukt enthalten. Z.B. wenn irreale Konditionalsätze
bearbeitet werden, bekommen Studenten die Aufgabe, Sätze folgender Art mündlich ins
Deutsche zu übersetzen:

Wenn ich mehr gelernt hätte, hätte ich die Prüfung in Europarecht sicher
bestanden. Wenn du dich nicht mit deiner Freundin, sondern alleine, für die
Prüfung vorbereitet hättest, hättest du vielleicht mehr als eine 2 bekommen. Wenn
wir gestern den ganzen Abend nicht im Cafe verbracht, sondern gelernt hätten,
hätten wir heute die Prüfung in Rechtsdeutsch bestanden. Wenn die Professorin
besserer Laune gewesen wäre, hätte ich vielleicht doch die Prüfung bestanden.
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Wenn von Internalisierung der Fachterminologie die Rede ist, werden zu den Texten
in den Lehrbüchern so oft wie möglich authentische und lebensbezogene Materialien
zugefügt. Zum Beispiel, wenn neue juristische Ausdrücke zum Thema Scheidung
eingeprägt sind, werden die Sprachübungen in Form von Gruppenarbeit durchgeführt, wo
nach einer kleiner Vorbereitung von 10 Minuten zwei Gruppen entgegengesetzte
Auffassungen zum Thema argumentieren müssen („Pros“ und „Cons“). Am Ende wird
die beste Gruppe gewählt (die am besten ihre Argumentation vorgetragen hat). Ein
anderes Beispiel: nach der Bearbeitung des Themas Erbrecht bekommen die Studenten
die Kopien des authentischen Testaments aus dem Jahre 1908 (die ich im Stadtmuseum
angeschafft habe), in welchem ein bekannter Osijeker Adeliger Gilming sein Vermögen
seinen Familienangehörigen, seinen Dienern, aber auch bekannten Institutionen
(Krankenhaus, Feuerwehr, Kunstgalerie, Stadtmusik) und Pfarrkirchen in Osijek
hinterlassen hat. Danach wird ein Gespräch darüber geführt, aber auch ein
realitätsgebundenes Gespräch über eventuelle Situationen im Leben:

Was würden Sie tun/ wie würden Sie sich fühlen, wenn Ihr Vater Sie enterben würde?
Oder:

Stellen Sie sich folgende Situation vor: ....
Eine Möglichkeit für die Entwicklung der soziolinguistischen Kompetenz ist

Simulierung von Alltagssituationen aus dem professionellen Leben eines Juristen. In
meiner Unterrichtspraxis verwende ich diesen Ansatz nach der Bearbeitung einiger
Themen, die keine Möglichkeit zu einer Diskussion, Auseinandersetzung durch
Argumentieren oder zur Äuβerung der eigenen Auffassung zum Thema eröffnen. In
solchen Fällen wird eine situative mündliche Übung eingesetzt, in welcher eine
professionelle Situation Teilnahme an einer Juristenkonferenz in
Deutschland/Österreich/der Schweiz in Form von Gruppenarbeit simuliert wird. Die
„Konferenz“ ist zum Thema, das mit dem Thema der betreffenden Lektion im Lehrbuch
verbunden ist. Studenten bekommen die Zetteln mit ihren neuen Namen,
Arbeitsplatz/Funktion, Land und Stadt woher sie kommen und dem Thema, über welches
sie an der Konferenz berichten. Ihre Aufgabe ist, „in der Pause der Konferenz“ mit
anderen Teilnehmern Bekanntschaft zu machen und über sich selbst und ihre
professionellen Interessen ein Gespräch zu führen.

Eine andere Chance für die Entwicklung der Sprechfertigkeit in Fächern Deutsch für
Juristen (1. Studiumjahr) und Rechtsdeutsch (2. Studiumjahr) wird den Studenten durch
die Möglichkeit einer mündlichen Präsentation eröffnet.

3. BEDEUTUNG DER MÜNDLICHEN POWER POINT PRÄSENTATIONEN
FÜR DIE ENTWICKLUNG DER KOMMUNIKATIVEN KOMPETENZ DER

STUDENTEN

Am Anfang des Semesters, wenn die Studenten erste Informationen über ihre
Aufgaben, Verpflichtungen und Rechte innerhalb des fachbezogenen
Fremdsprachenunterrichts im Bereich Juristendeutsch bekommen, werden sie auch über
die Möglichkeit informiert, selbstständig oder in Paaren eine Power Point Präsentation
(freiwillig) vorzubereiten und sie zur verabredeten Zeit vorzutragen. Sie bekommen
Kopien mit den Listen der angebotenen Themen, die nach den Themen der Lektionen im
Lehrbuch eingeordnet sind, und werden verpflichtet, sich bei nächster Vorlesung für das
ausgewählte Thema anzumelden, wenn sie auch den Termin für ihre Präsentation
bekommen. Zu jeder Lektion werden mehrere Themen geboten, wobei auch die in der
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Fakultätsbibliothek zur Verfügung stehenden Quellen zu jedem Thema in die Liste
eingetragen sind (natürlich müssen sich die Studenten bemühen, slbstständig noch
zusätzliche Literaturquellen zum Thema zu finden). Die Studenten sind in der Regel an
diese Unterrichtsaktivität sehr interessiert. Meistens melden sie sich in Paaren an, weil
auf diese Weise auch die Studenten, die nicht über ausreichende Deutschkentnisse
verfügen, die Möglichkeit bekommen, mit Hilfe der Kollegen, deren
Fremdsprachenkenntnisse besser sind, ihre Deutschkenntnisse zu vervollkommnen, sowie
ihre Unterstützung, um sich überhaupt in Deutsch mündlich ausdrücken zu wagen. Ein
Grund für grosses Interesse und zahlreiche Anmeldungen der Studenten ist andererseits
wahrscheinlich die Tatsache, dass eine 10-20 Minuten dauernde Präsentation als ein
Ersatz für die mündliche Prüfung angenommen wird. Ich bin nämlich der Meinung, dass
nach einer erfolgreich bestandenen schriftlichen Prüfung eine 10 Minuten dauernde
mündliche Präsentation als gleichwertig mit einer mündlichen Prüfung betrachtet werden
kann.

Diese Unterrichtsaktivität der Studenten hat viele Vorteile:
- entwickelt Sprechfertigkeiten und baut die Hemmungen und Angst vor dem

Sprechen in einer Fremdsprache ab,
- entwickelt die Präsentationsfertigkeiten (Organisation des Vortrags: Anfang,

Hauptteile der Präsentation, Schlussfolgerung; Kontakt mit dem Publikum,
Kommunikation mit dem Partner in der Präsentation ...),

- entwickelt die Bereitschaft für die Tandemarbeit und soziale Kompetenzen,
- entwickelt die für einen Juristen notwendige Kompetenz, sich frei und

überzeugend an ein breites Publikum wenden zu können,
- entwickelt die Bereitschaft, kritisert zu werden und Präsentationen anderer zu

kritisieren (nach jeder Präsentation folgt ein Austausch der Eindrücke über die
Präsentation: interessant, langweilig, visuell gut organisiert, klar/unklar
strukturiert, sprachlich einwandfrei oder mit vielen/wenigen grammatischen
Fehlern),

- Diskussion über sprachliche Merkmale der Slides und Hinweisen auf
grammatische Fehler fördert die Bemühungen der Studenten um einen
grammatisch korrekten schriftlichen und mündlichen Ausdruck,

- fördert Selbstbewuβtsein der Studenten und regt ihr Interesse für den Unterricht
an.

Hier ist ein Beispiel einer Themenliste für die Studentenpräsentationen im Fach
Deutsch für Juristen II (2. Semester) (Sokol, Šarčević & Topolnik 2002):

A. Menschenrechte in Kroatien und der EU: Ein Vergleich

Quellen :

- Europäische Konvention um Schutz der Menschenrechte und Grundfreiheiten
(Internet)

- Verfassung der Republik Kroatien (2002). Zagreb: Narodne novine AG
(Übersetzung: Nina Sokol)

- Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland (2004). Bonn - Berlin:
Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung

- Vesna Crnić-Grotić: Posebnosti međunarodnopravnog položaja žena izbjeglica.
Zbornik Pravnoga fakulteta u Rijeci, vol. 19/1998. Supplement (849-867). [Vesna
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Crnić-Grotić: Besonderheiten des Völkerrechtlichen Status von
Flüchtlingsfrauen. In: Gesammelte Schriften (Zbornik) der Fakultät für
Rechtswissenschaften in Rijeka. Vol 19, 1/1998, Supplement, S. 849-867]

B. Kinderrechte

Quellen:

- Europäische Konvention zum Schutz der Menschenrechte und Grundfreiheiten
(Internet)

- M. Ajduković: Stavovi stručnjaka o suzbijanju zlostavljanja djece. Zbornik
Pravnog fakulteta u Zagrebu, 2-3/1991(217-227). [M. Ajduković:
Stellungnahmen der Fachleute zur Bekämpfung der Kindermisshandlung-
Interprofessionelle Unterschiede. In: Gesammelte Schriften der Fakultät für
Rechtswissenschaften in Zagreb, 2-3/1991, S. 217-227]

- The United Nations Convention on the Wrongs to the Child (Internet)

C. Richteramt in Kroatien, Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz

Quellen:

- Zusatztexte im Lehrbuch: Sokol, Nina, Šarčević, Susan & Topolnik, V. (2002).
Deutsch für Juristen I – Njemački za pravnike I. Zagreb: Narodne novine

- Verfassung der Republik Kroatien (2002). Zagreb: Narodne novine AG
(Übersetzung: Nina Sokol)

- Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland (2004). Bonn  -  Berlin:
Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung

- M. Dika: Organizacija sudova: status, izbor i odgovornosti sudaca u Švicarskoj.
Zbornik Pravnog fakulteta u Zagrebu, 2-3/1991 (151-169). [M. Dika: Die
Gerichtsorganisation, der Status, die Wahl und die Verantwortung der Richter in
der Schweiz. In: Gesammelte Schriften der Fakultät für Rechtswissenschaften in
Zagreb, 2-3/1991, S. 151-169]

- A. Radolović: Suđenje osnovom pravičnosti, diskreciono ovlaštenje suca i
slobodna ocjena dokaza. Zbornik PF Rijeka, Supplement vol. 19/1998 (1049-
1065). [A. Radolović: Richten Aufgrund der Vorschriftsmässigkeit, Diskretionäre
Befugnis des Richters und freie Beurteilung des Beweises. In: Gesammelte
Schriften der Fakultät für Rechtswissenschaften in Rijeka,, Vol 19/1998,
Supplement, S. 1O49-1065]

D. Strafrechtliche Themen

a) Strafdelikte der Minderjärigen in Kroatien

Quellen:

- Z. Poldrugač, Z. & I. Cajner Mraović: Obiteljske prilike maloljetnih kriminalnih
povratnika u Županiji istarskoj, Zbornik Pravnog fakulteta u Rijeci, br. 1/1998,
(73-85). [Z. Poldrugač, Z. & I. Cajner Mraović: Familienverhältnisse
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Minderjähriger Krimineller Rückfälliger im Landkreis Istrien. In: Gesammelte
Schriften (Zbornik) der Fakultät für Rechtswissenschaften in Rijeka. Vol 19,
1/1998, S.73-85]

- Lj. Mikšaj-Todorović: Obilježja ponašanja maloljetnih delinkvenata kao kriterij
za izricanje odgojnih mjera. Zbornik Pravnog fakulteta U Rijeci, br. 1/1999.
(215-227). [Lj. Mikšaj-Todorović: Verhaltensmerkmale Minderjähriger
Straffälliger als Kriterien zur Aussprechung von Erziehungsmassnahmen. In:
Gesammelte Schriften (Zbornik) der Fakultät für Rechtswissenschaften in Rijeka.
Vol 20, 1/1999, S. 215-227]

b)  Frauen als Straftäter
c)  Massenmörde in der Geschichte Deutschlands
d) Legalisierung der Prostituierung
e) Abtreibung als Straftat – historischer Ansatz

Quellen:

- Z. Kanduč & V. Grozdanić: Prostitucija – nepoželjna tema, kažnjiva radnja i
stalna pojava. Zbornik PF Rijeka, br. 1/1998 (25-49). [Z.  Kanduč &  V.
Grozdanić: Prostitution – Unerwünschtes Thema, Strafbare Handlung und
Ständige Erscheinung. In: Gesammelte Schriften (Zbornik) der Fakultät für
Rechtswissenschaften in Rijeka. Vol 19, 1/1998, S. 25-49]

- E. Baccarini: Pobačaj – pomažu li moralne institucije? Zbornik Pravnog fakulteta
Rijeka, br. 1/1998, (115-133). [E. Baccarini: Abtreibung: Helfen Moralische
Institutionen? In: Gesammelte Schriften (Zbornik) der Fakultät für
Rechtswissenschaften in Rijeka. Vol 19, 1/1998, S. 115-133]

- I. Kovčo: Alkoholizam žena ubojica u odnosu na modalitete djela i kaznenog
postupka. Zbornik PF Rijeka br. 1/1995. (153-169) [I. Kovčo: Alkoholismus der
Frauen  als  Mörder  in  Bezug  auf  die  Modalität  der  Täterschaft  und  das
Strafverfahren. In: Gesammelte Schriften (Zbornik) der Fakultät für
Rechtswissenschaften in Rijeka. Vol 16, 1/1995. S. 133-169]

- Internet

4. DURCHFÜHRUNG DES INTERNATIONALEN PROJEKTS „IUROP“
2005/2006/2007/2008

An der Osijeker Fakultät für Rechtswissenschaften war Deutschunterricht auch vor
der Implementation der Bologna-Erklärung eine Anregung zur Einführung der
Studentenmobilität als eines der grundlegenden durch Bologna-Prozess geförderten
Werte.

Innerhalb der Wahlfächer Deutsch für Juristen III und Deutsch für Juristen IV wurde
in Zusammenarbeit mit der Juristischen Fakultät aus Pécs, Ungarn, und der Stiftung
Robert Bosch aus Stuttgart im Jahr 2005 ein internationales Projekt geplant und
durchgeführt.

Es handelte sich um ein rechtsvergleichendes Seminar für Jurastudierende aus Osijek
und Pécs,  das in  zwei  Etappen organisiert  wurde.  Der erste  Teil  des Seminars  wurde in
Osijek am 14. und 15. April 2005, und der zweite Teil eine Woche später an der
Juristischen Fakultät in Pécs veranstaltet. Das Seminar wurde «IurOP 2005: Recht
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dreidimensional» genannt, weil die Thematik der studentischen Beiträge die
Ähnlichkeiten und Unterschiede zwischen den Rechtsystemen Kroatiens, Deutschlands
und Ungarns, sowie die Ausbildung der Juristen in betreffenden Ländern umfasste. Die
Studentenbeiträge, die von je einem Vortrag der Professoren aus Osijek und Pécs
unterstützt wurden, hatten meistens einen vergleichenden Charakter, was auch ihre Titel
bestätigen:

- Organisation der Staatsgewalt in Kroatien und Deutschland;
- Der Vergleich der Verfassung der RK und des Grundgesetzes der BRD;
- Ordentliche Gerichtsbarkeit in Deutschland und Kroatien;
- Die Stellvertretung im deutschen und ungarischen Zivilrecht;
- Das Gesetzgebungsverfahren in Deutschland und Ungarn;
- Wahlsystem in Ungarn und Deutschland;
- Die Rolle des Staatspräsidenten in Ungarn und Kroatien usw.
Nach demselben Prinzip wurde auch im folgenden Jahr 2006 das Seminar unter dem

Namen „Recht verbindet“ organisiert, und im Jahr danach unter dem Namen „Recht
europäisch“, usw. Die Teilnehmer der Seminare waren Jurastudenten beider Fakultäten
mit sehr guten oder guten Deutschkenntnissen, so dass die einzige
Kommunikationssprache Deutsch war. Ausnahmsweise, um Schwierigkeiten im
Verständnis zu überwinden (besonders während der Diskussion), haben sich die
Studenten der ungarischen, beziehungsweise der kroatischen Sprache bedient, weil beide
Städte multikulturelle und mehrsprachige Milieus sind, und in jeder Gruppe gab es ein
oder zwei Mitglieder, die die Sprache des Nachbarlandes konnten. Die Studenten haben
das Seminar selbstständig moderiert und fast alle Beiträge Osijeker Studenten waren im
Computerprogramm Power Point präsentiert. Dieses Computerprogramm, wie auch
andere elektronische Unterrichtsmittel, wurden sehr souverän und selbstbewusst von
kroatischen Studenten benutzt. Die Diskussion nach den studentischen Präsentationen
war sehr lebendig und austauschreich, besonders in Bezug auf die Erfahrungen der
ungarischen Studenten mit ihrer Ausbildung nach Bologna- Grundsätzen.

Die Realisierung des Projekts brachte viele Vorteile für die Studenten beider
Nachbarländer mit sich. Vor allem haben sie die Gelegenheit bekommen, Erfahrungen
auf einer internationalen Ebene zu sammeln und ihre studienfachbezogenen, wie auch
fachsprachlichen Kenntnisse zu vervollkommnen. Durch die gemeinsame Arbeit an den
fachbezogenen juristischen Themen, aber auch gemeinsame Freizeitsgestaltung, haben
sich die Studenten beider Länder nicht nur persönlich kennengelernt, sondern eine
Einsicht in die Kultur, Sitten und historisches Erbe des Nachbarlandes bekommen.

5. SCHLUSSFOLGERUNG

Zur Erreichung der grammatischen, soziolinguistischen und strategischen
Kompetenzen als allgemeine Ziele des modernen FSU, wurden bei der Einübung der
Fachterminologie, sowie bei der Auswahl grammatischer Stukturen und deren
Internalisierung die Ergebnisse der Fachsprachenforschung herangezogen, vor allem die
Resultate der Bedarfsanalyse, die darauf hinweisen, dass die Studenten im
fremdsprachlichen Unterricht der Fachsprache Deutsch am meisten mündliche
Kommunikation vermissen. Die im Abschnitt zwei beschriebenen Ansätze und Methoden
wirken motivierend und entwickeln die fremdsprachliche Sprechfertigkeit bei den
Studenten. Studentenpräsentationen im Power Point Programm sind von den Studenten
gut angenommen und haben viele positive Auswirkungen:
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- Entwicklung von Sprechfertigkeiten und Abbauen von Hemmungen und Angst
vor dem Sprechen in einer Fremdsprache,

- Entwicklung der Präsentationsfertigkeiten (Organisation des Vortrags: Anfang,
Hauptteile der Präsentation, Schlussfolgerung; Kontakt mit dem Publikum,
Kommunikation mit dem Partner in der Präsentation ...),

- Entwicklung der Bereitschaft für die Tandemarbeit (soziale Kompetenzen),
- Entwicklung der für einen Juristen notwendigen Kompetenz, sich frei und

überzeugend an ein breites Publikum wenden zu können,
- Entwickelt die Bereitschaft, kritisert zu werden und Präsentationen anderer zu

kritisieren
- Diskussion über sprachliche Merkmale der Slides und Hinweisen auf

grammatische Fehler fördert die Bemühungen der Studenten um einen
grammatisch korrekten schriftlichen und mündlichen Ausdruck,

- Förderung des Selbstbewusstseins der Studenten und des Interesses für den
Unterricht.

Als eine besondere Form der Studententätigkeit, die sich auf dem Deutschunterricht
gründet, war das internationale Projekt „IurOP“, das in Zusammenarbeit mit der
Juristischen Fakultät aus Pécs, Ungarn, und der Stiftung Robert Bosch aus Stuttgart im
Jahr 2005 geplant und in Jahren 2005/2006/2007 und 2008 durchgeführt wurde. Es
handelte sich um ein rechtsvergleichendes Seminar für Jurastudierende aus Osijek und
Pécs, bei welchem Studenten selbstständig die Veranstaltung moderiert haben und ihre
Vorträge im Power Point Programm präsentiert haben. Dabei bedienten sie sich des
Deutschen als Kommunikationssprache. Bei den Schwierigkeiten im Verständnis haben
sich die Studenten der ungarischen, beziehungsweise der kroatischen Sprache bedient,
weil beide Städte multikulturelle und mehrsprachige Milieus sind, und in jeder Gruppe
gab es ein oder zwei Mitglieder, die die Sprache des Nachbarlandes konnten. Als
Ergebnisse dieser Studentenseminare lassen sich folgende positive Auswirkungen ziehen:

- Förderung der Mobilität der Studenten zwischen den Fakultäten der gleichen
Fachorientierung;

- Entwicklung und Förderung der Mehrsprachigkeit der Studenten europäischer
Fakultäten;

- Sensibilisierung der Studenten für andere Völker und Kulturen;
- Abbau der vorhandenen Vorurteile über andere Länder und Kulturen;
- Kennenlernen des Ausbildungssystems eines anderen europäischen Landes;
- Erfüllung der Aufgaben des modernen studienbegleitenden Deutschunterrichts: er

wird im vollen Sinne zu einem fach- und handlungsorientierten Unterricht, weil
die Studierenden die Gelegenheit bekommen, nicht nur ihre juristischen und
fremdsprachlichen Kentnisse in einer realistischen Situation des internationalen
Studentenseminars zu vervollkommnen, sondern werden auch praktisch dafür
vorbereitet, eines Tages als Juristen an einer internationalen Konferenz
teilzunehmen und ihre fachsprachlichen Kenntnisse in einer professionellen
Situation anzuwenden.
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ABSTRACT

The expansion of scientific, technical and economic activities on an international
scale has created an increasing demand on learning English not for pleasure but
because English is the key to science and commerce. The demand for English courses
tailored to specific needs is rapidly growing in areas such as law, medicine, finance
and many more. The practice of law is a wide and varied area of employment ranging
from academic studies to lawyers working for law firms. Each country has different
education systems and different requirements for certain types of work in the area of
law. It should also be noted that lawyers often move between these areas of practice
in order to gain experience from one field which may be useful in another area of
work. The article reflects on teaching the ILEC courses at the Faculty of Law in
Osijek in the course of the life-long learning process.

Keywords: ILEC preparation course; Adult learners; Life-long learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Preparing for teaching International Legal English (ILE) is demanding. We could say
that preparing for teaching ILE is even more demanding and time-consuming. This is
confirmed by the author of the course book for International Legal English.

My first lesson with lawyers was exhausting and stressful. The vocabulary
brainstorm activity I had planned as a warmer ended up taking the whole lesson
and left me with a list of over 40 items which either I could not explain or was not
sure how to pronounce. I then spent several hours before the next lesson checking
all the words on my list and turning them into two simple match-the-words-with-
their-definitions worksheets. This hard work convinced my students that a non-
lawyer could teach them legal English. (Day, Krois-Lindner & TransLegal 2006:
8).

International Legal English Certificate (ILEC) is a Legal English Course for  law
students, practicing lawyers, post-graduate law students and those who need a recognised
certificate in legal English. Within the TEMPUS Project (Foreign Languages in the Field
of Law) the foreign language courses (in English and German) were initiated at the
Faculty of Law in Osijek in 2008. It was then that the first ILEC course started at the
Faculty of Law in Osijek as a 70-hour course for law students and practising lawyers and

mailto:dpapa@pravos.hr
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judges. English for lawyers was studied in a group of ten and the level of English
equivalent to upper intermediate (CEF B2) and a working knowledge of Croatian legal
system were required.

ILEC Course helps learners communicate precisely and correctly using general and
legal English at work and in the course of study. It covers the vocabulary they need for
meetings, negotiations, advocacy, and telephone communication, drafting notes and
memos, company law, contracts, property law, intellectual property, sale of goods and
giving presentations. The courses were organised as four 45-minute lessons twice a week
for  eighteen  weeks.  The  course  aims  at  four  skills  of  reading,  writing,  listening  and
speaking and focuses on a range of legal topics of international commercial law such as
company law, corporate law, contract law etc.

2. ADULT LEARNERS OF ENGLISH

Some main features of teaching English to adult learners apply to teaching the ILEC
since ILEC is a course for adult learners. These features were taken into consideration
when teaching ILEC:

- Adult learners bring life (both personal and professional) experiences and a level
of maturity into the classroom reflected in their expectations and motivations. It
should be kept in mind when teaching adults that adult classrooms may present
great diversity, which means diversity of cultural background, age, previous
formal education, and previous exposure to English, life experiences, and current
life situations.

- Adults respond well to knowledgeable, enthusiastic teachers. Teachers must be
comfortable with the subject matter they are teaching and communicate
enthusiasm for the subject matter and their role as teachers. This will help them
gain respect and is especially important if they are younger than their students.
Although ILEC comprises a challenging material on legal English for the
teacher, no negative attitude about the material was communicated.

- Adults need a comfortable and safe learning atmosphere. Trial and error should
be encouraged in language learning. Adults will take more risks in an
environment where it is safe to make mistakes without embarrassment.

- Adult learning is transformative. Learning in childhood is said to be formative,
when skills and concepts are developed for the first time. Adults, on the other
hand, are extending and refining their knowledge based on existing knowledge
and beliefs. They are changed or transformed by learning experiences.

- Adults need repeated practice of a concept or skill. Adults generally need
patience and repetition to solidify new language concepts or skills. If adults have
already developed bad habits with English errors, these will take time and effort
to break. Adults also tend to have a lot on their minds and limited time to practice
English outside the classroom.

- Adults learn well with question asking and answering, and problem finding and
solving. These activities require mature thought processes which stimulate and
motivate adult minds.

- Adults want practical, real-life contexts. The more relevant and useful the subject
matter, the more motivated the learners will be. Adults enjoy materials that relate
to their personal experiences and interests, and they want to be able to apply
what they are learning in the real world.
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3. ILEC PREPARATION COURSES AT THE FACULTY OF LAW IN OSIJEK

Legal professionals today need up-to-date and accurate knowledge of legal English in
order to meet the challenges of their work. They have to deal with English-speaking
professionals more than before and equip for the challenges of the European free market.
They are expected not only to understand but also draft commercial contracts in English.
They should be able to reply letters and emails written in English on a daily basis. On the
other hand there are law students who have to prepare for post-graduate studies of law
and take active part in legal courses. In order to prepare legal professionals for the future
business involvement in the international field of law and law students for following
courses of legal study at university level the Faculty of Law in Osijek has been offering
the ILEC course since 2008 for law students, lawyers, judges, civil servants and other
legal professionals.

The course assumes existing knowledge of law and legal English but it also deals
with differences in legal vocabulary in particular to the common law system. The
following units are taught (Amy Krois-Lindner and TransLegal. (2007). International
Legal English. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press):

- The practice of law
- Company law: company formation and management
- Company law: capitalisation
- Company law: fundamental changes in a company
- Contracts: contract formation
- Contracts: remedies
- Contracts: assignment and third-party rights
- Employment law
- Sale of goods
- Real property law
- Intellectual property
- Negotiable instruments
- Secured transactions
- Debtor-creditor
- Competition law

There  were  not  more  than  ten  participants  in  the  class  who  were  tested  for  their
English knowledge level before commencing the course. The testing results show that
there were 87% of participants of B2 level, 8% C1 and 5% B1 (data refer to the 2008
testing results) level of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.
Our experience in ILEC teaching shows that in spite of the recommendation that the
course is intended for B2 and C1 levels the B1 level participants were motivated to learn,
which resulted in catching up with the group and improvement of their language skills.

The law-related texts deriving from law text books, laws or articles were authentic
and learners were expected to show not only their reading ability but also the ability to
manage wide vocabulary. For that purpose complete vocabulary lesson sheets were
prepared in advance for them to deal with before the reading.

As for the vocabulary the learners had the most difficulties with legal terminology
that offered no exact equivalent in their mother tongue (Croatian). However, this was
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merely an opportunity to discuss and explain (in English) what the differences were, the
result of which was communication in English.

The purpose of the ILEC course is to prepare the learners for taking the Cambridge
ILEC exam that is recognised by leading European associations of lawyers so that they
can either gain qualification for international legal work or legal study at university level
in the context of movability within the Bologna reform. As the ILEC exam tests all four
language skills the course aims at developing these skills through specified strategies.

3.1. LISTENING

One of the most important skills for legal professionals is listening as their profession
is related to communicating in real life situations. Their interpretations of the cases will
depend on their listening skill. This skill is important for law students as well. When we
are listening we already have a concept in mind what we are going to hear, either an
answer to our question or a piece of information relevant to the topic we are discussing.
They used expectations or/and context. Every listening exercise was introduced by
instructions that establish the context and learners could use their expectations to help
them listen and comprehend what they hear.

Some of the difficulties that learners experienced were becoming accustomed to the
voices and accents of the speakers they were listening to for the first time. Nevertheless,
they were aware of the purpose of the listening and could focus on the main points by
selecting the most important information, ignore unknown words or phrases irrelevant for
completing the listening comprehension tasks which included multiple choice questions,
completion of sentences or making a note of information they listened to etc.

The learners were encouraged to develop their listening skills out of course by
listening to English broadcast media, surf the Internet websites offering audio contents
(e.g.  BBC  at http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/), attending international conferences and
actively taking notes on interesting vocabulary and phrases.

3.2. SPEAKING

General speaking skills were developed and improved during the course through
different activities such as doing role plays, delivering short presentations and 2-minute
speeches, arguing pros and cons, debates, asking opinions on familiar or new topics,
practising pronunciation and stress by demonstrating patterns (falling and rising
intonation indicating their pragmatic meanings). Moreover, they practised interactive
communication like appropriate responding and starting the dialogue, taking part and
turn-taking in order to communicate the meaning.

In this context the learners did not feel very much reluctant or embarrassed to
communicate with one another since they were told the purpose of the exercises.
Additionally, the learners were taught how to manage their utterances (discourse
coherence, relevance and length) by way of link words and connectors.

3.3. READING

The ILEC texts require reading abilities of different kinds from general understanding
to understanding fine details, attitudes and opinions. The learners were taught to apply
reading strategies from paragraphs to whole texts (scanning, skimming or mixed,

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/
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predicting, making notes, retelling the text, looking for discourse markers, underlining,
sorting out, mind-mapping) in order to be able to do the related exercises that required
skills such as looking for a specific information, interpreting text, deducing meaning from
context, understanding the structure of the text etc. These materials helped learners deal
with complex texts as they developed their general reading abilities and skills such as
selecting, linking, excluding irrelevant piece of information etc.

3.4. WRITING

Writing skills developed through a range of exercises related to paragraphing,
summarizing (producing a concise piece of writing not necessarily being short), and
correcting different texts for grammar and spelling errors.

4. CONCLUSION

In the context of life-long learning of legal professionals and law students the Faculty
of Law in Osijek has been offering the ILEC course of Legal English among other
language courses in English and German since 2008. The language skills that learners
developed were speaking, reading, listening and writing. The courses of International
Legal English Certificate were challenging for the learners (law students and legal
professionals), who were given tasks to do outside the class and to prepare for the classes
to follow. These pieces of «homework» were according to the learners’ feed back
demanding and time-consuming but also motivating. As adult learners have also much
intrinsic motivation the tasks were taken as seriously as possible to avoid embarrassment.
The course book used for the course supported the language learning strategies leading to
development of all four skills expanding on legal terminology. In 2010 the Faculty of
Law  in  Osijek  plans  to  offer  additional  course  of  Legal  English Introduction to
International Legal English for intermediate level learners (law students or lawyers)
preparing learners for using English in a commercial law environment, focusing on a
variety of legal topics including company law, litigation and arbitration, criminal law and
comparative law and developing learners’ understanding of the law while at the same
time consolidating their language skills preparing learners for the International Legal
English course.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to describe the use of euphemisms in daily newspapers as
a means of public communication, and to analyze and compare transcripts of some
Croatian and foreign politicians’ speeches. Euphemisms shall be extracted and
described with respect to some of their functions: the first and primary function of
softening facts and presenting them in a manner more acceptable for the masses, but
also the secondary, derived function of (mis)using euphemisms for political purposes.
Such derived euphemisms are intended to allow the speaker to alter the interpretation
of his statements, depending on contextual needs. Such procedure frequently neglects
the principles of political consistence and correctness and puts in question the
credibility of the author of the statement.

Keywords: Euphemisms; Euphemization; Taboo words; Political speeches

1. INTRODUCTION

Every language communication is subject to a number of rules of which we are
frequently unaware and apply them “out of habit”. From the earliest age, for example, we
are taught that we must be polite, that we must expresses ourselves nicely, taking care of
whom we are talking to and what we are talking about, and that we must choose our
words very carefully. The fact is that with the acquisition of language we also acquire a
system of written and unwritten rules about its pragmatism, i.e. about its usage in
different situations and in different surroundings. The instruction that we must express
ourselves nicely, however, often does not suggest which words and expressions should
be used - on the contrary, it rather warns us that there are words and phrases that should
not be used, that need to be avoided, and that are rude, prohibited, taboo. And here we get
to the root of problem: the words in question are closely connected with basic life and
body functions, with the very beginning of life and its end, with different illnesses and
addictions,  with  a  wide  spectrum of  human  activities,  as  well  as  with  the  politics,  with
relations between nations and states… In short, they are omnipresent. Since simple
deletion of the taboo-words from texts is impossible because it would make the
communication impossible, it is necessary to replace them with acceptable, “good”
words/expressions following the principle of closeness or similarity of meaning. Such
acceptable, good words or expressions are called euphemisms1.

Euphemisms are, therefore, part our everyday life. We use them in the
communication with colleagues at work, in discussing our favourite topics while having
coffee with our friends, in a variety of situations in family surroundings, while we are
talking with our children, spouse, relatives… In most cases we are not aware that we are
using euphemisms, partly because of their conventionality, and partly because
euphemisms are rather difficult to be recognized as such since, according to their
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sociolinguistic character, they largely depend on the communication surroundings, on the
topic which is being discussed, on the viewpoints of the speaker and the listener, on the
cultural and civilizational level and on a number of other factors. Thus euphemisms avoid
the possibility of clear and precise defining, so the definitions which are offered in
different dictionaries often differ significantly.2 Or,  as  it  was  emphasized  by  Branko
Kuna:

“…(euphemisms) are diversely evaluated and graded, and they can be regarded
as indicators of language elegance, of political correctness, of respect of the right
to be different, of verbal hygiene, but also as a means of ideological
manipulation: by distorting, falsifying or concealing the reality (truth).” (Kuna
2007)3

Although in the daily communication “the process of euphemization is almost a
condition without which any adequate, appropriate and socially acceptable speech is
hardly conceivable”4, some of the basic characteristics of euphemisms undoubtedly
indicate the possibility of abuse of these expressions, especially if they are used in media,
of whose journalist functional style they are an inseparable part. In this way, media can
exercise considerable influence on the formation, transformation or (re)direction of public
opinion, on the political stability or instability, on the acceptance or rejection of certain
actions of political parties or institutions of government, which can often have
immeasurable consequences for an area much wider than that which these media directly
address.

2. USAGE OF EUPHEMISMS IN POLITICS, POLITICAL SPEECHES AND
MEDIA

For  politics  and  media  euphemisms  are  especially  precious  as  a  means  that  enables
them to present even the most unpopular contents in a manner that will justify or mitigate
almost every, even the greatest evil, or even proclaim its necessity in the given moment.
There are many examples from the past which clearly illustrate the proportions that the
abuse of language can reach.

Hitler’s regime managed for years to hold the majority of its people and a good part
of the international community in a delusion in respect of the real meaning and function
of numerous concentration (transit) and labour camps as a means for achieving the final
solution and creation of Lebensraum - living space for  the Arian race.  However  the
expression final solution was almost never followed by its second part which completes
the concept and gives it a completely different, true, much more definite and much clearer
meaning – the idea behind this euphemism was in fact the final solution of the ‘Jewish
question’ through physical liquidation of (not just one) entire nation. It was an act, which
the law identifies as genocide or crime against the humanity and the mankind (yet another
euphemism). These camps were neither common camps for prisoners (or simply prisons)
in which, just as elsewhere around the world, the “unwelcome elements” and the
“opponents” of the regime were supposed to be kept under control, nor were they real
work camps in which “the work liberates”; they were places in which millions of people
were exposed to extreme humiliation and suffering. The true purpose of these places was
for quite a long time concealed behind the mentioned euphemisms, which have
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influenced the minds of the people to such an extent that, once the real truth had been
revealed, many were unable to accept it because it was so gruesome.

The practice of “resettling” of entire nations had been a part of the political programs
of various invaders. For us in Croatia, the most painful and still very much alive in the
memory of many people, are the examples from recent wars: the Croatian Homeland War
and the war in the neighbouring Bosnia and Herzegovina, during which the exile of tens
of thousands of people has been referred to with a rather specific and more neutral
expression ethnic cleansing, as if these people had been exposed to some kind of hygienic
measures and not to one of the forms of genocide. Because of the proportions which this
“cleansing” had assumed, some politicians thought that the expression ethnic cleansing
has become “too hard” a term, so this euphemism was replaced with another, “milder”
term: humane resettling, although there was nothing humane in it. This new expression
was soon accepted by many journalists and political commentators as it is shown in the
following example from a daily newspaper:

…London conference, the meeting of Tuđman and Ćosić, and the formulation
human resettlement, which referred to the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
has in some way contributed to the ill-intentioned treatment of Croatia.
http://www.vjesnik.hr/pdf/2001/01/06/05A5.PDF

War, as one of the worst experiences of mankind, is officially defined as the
continuation of politics by other means5, whereas the term war itself is rather rarely used.
With the exception of two world wars, the period from the end of the 19th century to date
has abounded in skirmishes, exchanges of fire, clan conflicts, inner conflicts, border
incidents, armed rebellions, interventions, limited military operations, pacifications,
peace and peacemaking missions, liberating operations, international frictions, street
unrests and struggles, actions of aggression, offensive or defensive actions… No trace of
the word war! Avoiding the word war has become almost a rule in reporting about wars
in all media, printed or electronic:

…The Parliament Assembly of the Council of Europe, which is meeting this week
in the plenary session in Strasbourg, will tomorrow have an urgent debate about
the threat with military action against the Iraq.
http://vijesti.hrt.hr/arhiv/2002/09/25/HRT0012.html

Political speech is a special form of communication which is always oriented towards
a specific aim, most frequently towards mobilizing the largest possible part of the
population around a certain centre of gravity of the local, party, state or international
politics. What distinguishes the language of politics from the daily language of common
people is the careful choice of vocabulary, which includes numerous stylistic devices by
means of which speeches can be correctly dosed and “seasoned”. In this context,
euphemisms are of enormous importance because among their many characteristics there
are some that are especially useful in the political discourse; euphemisms make it possible
to explain certain ideas by “packing” them up in forms much more acceptable for the ear
and for the situation. However, they can also have a completely reversed effect of
“blurring” or screening the real meaning or, even more often, they allow one and the
same statement to be subsequently interpreted in different ways depending on the current
political situation, needs and goals. In such situations the speakers frequently use registers
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which actually have nothing in common with the topic and contents of their speeches, but
still give them additional weight and importance.

Excellent examples of such rhetoric are some of the statements of the former
American president George W. Bush regarding Saddam Hussein (until September 11
2001 American enemy number 1) and American policy towards the Iraq, in which Bush
applies different strategies.

In his address to the Senate on 26th September 2002, justifying the security policy of
his administration, Bush refers to Saddam (whose name has been tabooed already during
the Gulf War in the early 1990’s) using the following sentence as a euphemism:

After all, this is the guy who tried to kill my dad.
http://archives.cnn.com/2002/ALLPOLITICS/09/27/bush.war.talk/

To some people, this expression may seem silly or childish and inappropriate for the
audience for which it has been intended. The fact is, however, that a statement formulated
in this way goes directly and deeply into the feelings of every man, thus turning the
conflict with Saddam and his regime into a personal matter of every true American and
patriot, and, even more importantly, eliminating every possibility of critique because it
would necessarily seem traitorous.

In the same speech, Bush calls Saddam “a man who constantly lies” and in this way
attacks even the moral and every other credibility of his and American enemy.

During the discussion in the Congress on the 3rd day of the Gulf war in 19916, Senator
Alfonse  M.  D’Amato  calls  Saddam a geopolitical glutton (Mr. President, Saddam
Hussein is like a glutton, a geopolitical glutton.) thus importing biblical connotations into
the debate about current events (voracity or gluttony is one of the 7 deadly sins) as
additional justification of American actions against the Iraq.

President Bush turned one of the darkest dates in the more recent American history,
11th September 2001, into a euphemism for acts of terrorism and every other evil and
threat for the USA and their domestic and foreign policy; at the same time 9/11 is used as
justification for all activities and measures that the USA are taking for their protection. It
is quite clear that the longevity of all these and similar euphemisms is guaranteed by the
media which readily accept them and even gradually extend their use on contexts quite
different from those in which these expressions had been originally used.

In Croatian information media, there are also many interesting examples of
euphemization, which is mainly used to avoid terminology that had become rather
unpopular in our public, but euphemisms are also used as a possibility to avoid giving
completely clear and unambiguous information, especially when these pieces of
information  are  related  to  political  or  economic  issues.  Examples  of  such  use  of
euphemisms are found both in announcements for the public given by politicians or
economists themselves, and in the form of press releases and desk news. Here, one must,
of course, keep in mind the specific circumstances resulting from and conditioned by both
recent and more distant past, politics, party and other interests, and a number of other
factors that have led to the formation and usage of euphemisms characteristic for our
region. In this context, a good example from the category of concepts unpopular because
of their historical background is the internationally used geographical term the Balkans
(frequently used in the form West Balkans when it includes Croatia) which our politicians
and media avoid and replace with a more usual and more acceptable term the south-east
of Europe or simply the region, while our neighbouring states, especially Serbia, are
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rather referred to as our eastern neighbours, and instead of speaking about these countries
individually and using their individual names, they are generally described as our
immediate common neighborhood.7 This can be illustrated by the following examples

…Croatia, more and more strongly incorporated in the European Union and the
NATO, will continue her responsible mission in the south-east of Europe. (from
the speech of the Prime Minister of the Republic of Croatia in the occasion of the
visit of the President of the United States of America, Mr. George W. Bush)
(http://www.vlada.hr/hrvatski/premijer/aktualnosti/govori/2008/govor_predsjedni
ka_vlade_rh_u_prigodi_posjeta_predsjednika_sad_a_georgea_w_busha)

…We, however, do not observe our European way as separated from the region of
which we are a part. We hold that the whole region, i.e. each country in the
region individually, must have a European perspective. (From the speech of  the
then  President  of  the  Republic  of  Croatia  in  Hungarian  Parliament  at  the
conference “Together in Diversity”, Budapest 9th May 2008)
(http://www.predsjednik.hr/Default.aspx?art=15072)

…Rule of law, respect for human rights and rights of minorities, the power of
argument, instead of the argument of power, these are elements of democratic
heritage to which  our immediate common neighbourhood still needs get
accustomed to. (From the speech of the then President of the Republic of Croatia
in Hungarian Parliament at the conference “Together in Diversity”, Budapest 9th

May 2008) (http://www.predsjednik.hr/Default.aspx?art=15072)

In the sphere of economy and economic policy, the purpose of public announcements
often extends beyond the simple need to inform the public about the current economic
situation and serves a different purpose: to emphasize certain achievements. Even if these
accomplishments are in reality much less spectacular or important as presented (or maybe
precisely because they are much lesser than expected), they still need to be shown in the
best light. To this end, actual, concrete data and indicators are replaced with or wrapped
up in expressions that will achieve the desired effect and decorate the achievement with
necessary superlatives. Moreover, a frequent procedure is that which is used, for example,
by doctors when they must inform their patients about unpleasant news, in such cases
euphemization includes highly technical terms known to the “insiders” but not necessarily
to the majority of the population. Thus, the public is impressed by the expression itself,
without really understanding what is really hiding behind it. Depending on the topic and
field in which they are used, euphemisms can include various acronyms or abbreviations,
numerical expressions, and even words that are used by particular social groups or words
belonging to slang. Some of these cases are shown in the following examples:

…unemployment has been reduced to the historically lowest level. (There are, of
course, no actual figures or percentages)
…We shall intervene against the floating exchange rate and depreciation of the
Kuna.
…We must continue with our consistent economic policy and avoid short-term
interventionist moves.
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…We have also boosted the growth of economy, which allows us orderly debt
servicing. (All of the above was said by Ivo Sanader, the then Prime Minister of
the Republic of Croatia in his speech at the 15th Traditional Consulting of the
Croatian Association of Economists in Opatija in November 2007)
(http://www.vlada.hr/hr/naslovnica/novosti_i_najave/2007/studeni/govor_predsje
dnika_vlade_rh_dr_ive_sanadera_na_15_tradicionalnom_savjetovanju_hrvatskog
_drustva_ekonomista_u_opatiji)

As much as they are frequent and useful in political and economic themes,
euphemisms are irreplaceable in reporting about various themes that include some
controversy or conflict with ethical or other principles. When “common people” take
something they did not pay for, they are thieves and criminals. However, if a person from
political or economic circles (especially those in higher spheres) does the same, this
becomes a hot potato for political parties or companies in which these people were
working, but also for the media who have to inform about it.  Since it is highly immoral
to  steal,  managers  and  politicians  never  do  that.  For  their  actions,  the  media  (and
sometimes the political parties themselves) have invented euphemisms such as alienate,
or, more recently, fog up or obscure.

As a manager of a company you provide another company with an excellent
business. And then you transfer to that other company. In this way, you have
fogged up millions of Kunas… (Jutarnji list, 16th September 2010)

Head of the Department “Obscured” the Money: a Five Million Kunas Heavy
“Sin” (Jutarnji list, 29th August 2009)

Former Managers of FC Croatia ‘Obscured’ 120 Million Kunas (Jutarnji list,
19th May 2008)

And then, there are even some scientific achievements that are questionable from the
point of view of ethics or humanity, so journalists devise new terminology for such cases
as well.  This group includes e.g. information about the experimenting with human
embryos like these conducted in Britain: Here the newspaper article informs about the
positive voting outcome in the British Parliament, which legalizes and justifies the use of
human foetuses as blood donors – as if the foetus were some kind of a warehouse with
necessary replacement parts…)

Britain Approves Little Minotaurs (the Title refers to hybrid human-animal
embryos)

or

Representatives have, furthermore, approved of the process of scanning embryos
for the purpose of creation of “saviour brothers” for children who suffer from
severe illnesses, and who can be saved from dying by their still unborn brothers
or sisters by donating their blood. (Jutarnji list, 19th May 2008)
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3. CONCLUSION

It is very important to understand the usage of euphemisms and to know the
mechanisms through which euphemisms function. As George Orwell put it in his essay
“Politics and the English Language:

The great enemy of clear language is insincerity. When there is a gap between
one’s real and one’s declared aims, one turns as it were instinctively to long
words and exhausted idioms, like a cuttlefish squirting out ink.

It is therefore essential to be able to understand the real meanings hidden behind
euphemisms regardless of whether the reasons why they have been used are noble (e.g.
trying to preserve someone from greater pain or distress due to bad news) or hypocritical
(as in so many cases where euphemisms are used in political, economic, or any other
contexts. Dealing with euphemisms is a very specific problem because, on the one hand,
new euphemisms are forged every day, and on the other hand, there is not much literature
about them (at least not in the Croatian language) that can be of help in their analysis.
Dinka Passini gives a good illustration of this problem by saying that of the total of about
80,000 words defined in about 50,000 entries of the 2nd edition of Anić’s Dictionary,
there are only 25 entries that are labelled as euphemistic. On the other hand, the
frequency of usage and the growing number of euphemistic expressions in most
languages, including Croatian, indicates the necessity to dedicate much more attention to
euphemisms in the future, so that the Croatian language may soon be enriched with a
specialized dictionary of euphemisms, in which euphemisms would be explained and
classified according to various criteria, and which would permanently be ‘under
construction’.

NOTES

1. In his Hrvatsko-njemačko-talijanski rječnik znanstvenog nazivlja (1874-75, reprint
1990: Vol. 1, p. 291), Bogoslav Šulek translates the term eufemizam (E euphemism)
as blagoriječ (E mild word).

2. In Vladimir Anić’s Veliki rječnik hrvatskoga jezika (2003: 301), as well as in
Hrvatski enciklopedijski rječnik (2002: 326), euphemism is  defined  as  “figura koja
nastaje kad se umjesto riječi za loše, neugodno itd. upotrijebi blaža riječ ili izraz”
(“figure of speech that comes into existence when instead of a word denoting
something bad, unpleasant, etc. a milder word or phrase is used). Hrvatski obiteljski
leksikon (2005: Vol. 3, 155) defines euphemism as “ublaženi, ljepši, pristojniji, opisni
izraz upotrijebljen mjesto izravnoga, surovog, grubog ili nepristojnog” (“moderated,
more beautiful, more proper, descriptive expression used instead of a direct, brutal,
rude, or unbecoming one”). In his book How not to Say What you Mean – A
Dictionary of Euphemisms (2007:  vii),  R.  W.  Holder  uses  Henry  W.  Fowler’s
definition of euphemism from his book A Dictionary of Modern English Usage
(1957): “Euphemism means the use of a mild or vague or periphrastic expression as a
substitute for blunt precision or disagreeable use”.

3. Kuna, Branko: Identifikacija eufemizama i njihova tvorba u hrvatskom jeziku.
FLUMINENSIA, Year 19 (2007: No. 1, p. 96).
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4. Kuna, Branko: Nove pojave u jeziku javne komunikacije, Godišnjak za kulturu,
umjetnost i društvena pitanja 20 (2002: p. 37).

5. This definition of war was given by Carl von Clausewitz in the 1830’s in his book
Vom Kriege (Berlin, 1832).

6. The actual fighting went on from 2nd August 1990 – 28th February 1991; the war
ended officially on 30th November 1995.

7. In the past few years the negative attitude towards some of the terms from this
category has slightly changed for the better, but it will still take years before the
relations with all our neighbours fully normalize and thus make most of these
euphemisms obsolete.
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ABSTRACT

It came to our attention that film in an excellent medium for the explicit teaching
of different aspects of the English language such as syntax, morphology and
semantic. Furthermore, it is connected with motivational purposes, since learning
objectives are achieved through the performance off different tasks and students are
motivated when they are familiar with the topic and visually see the characters
involved. The possibilities for using film in the English language class are endless. In
a way, films show us slices of life, and as such, give us a realistic and entertaining
way of learning foreign language. In the end, we can say that they add fun to the
language classroom.

Keywords: Learning with Films; Student Motivation; Fun in the Language
Classroom

1. INTRODUCTION

During the school year 2008-2009 we followed the curriculum from our course book
“New Opportunities – Intermediate” in which we encountered the Module 3, lesson –
Films – “Love Actually” by Richard Curtis, and we have implemented it into our
curriculum with some alternations. We modified some of the tasks from the course book
and prepared same new ones and while doing it, we actually had fun with our students!

It came to our attention that film in an excellent medium for the explicit teaching of
different aspects of the English language such as syntax, morphology and semantic.
Furthermore, it is connected with motivational purposes, since learning objectives are
achieved through the performance off different tasks and students are motivated when
they are familiar with the topic and visually see the characters involved. The possibilities
for using film in the English language class are endless. In a way, films show us slices of
life, and as such, give us a realistic and entertaining way of learning foreign language.

2. STUDENTS AND THEIR VISION OF FILMS

We have found out that films can be exploited in a number of ways. One possible use
of film in the language program is to promote new ideas and expand the students’
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horizons. The student should be encouraged to get the global idea in the first place, and
only in some instances should be asked to concentrate on bits and pieces of language
itself. Furthermore, apart from being faced with language, the student is confronted with
the cultural environment in which the film is set. The selection of films was the most
important step in the process and constituted the biggest challenge. However, we tried to
follow our national curriculum and reorganized some of the activities presented in the
students’ course book.

2.1. ABC STEPS FOR WHAT TO DO WHEN PLANNING A VIDEO LESSON

There are three basic things to remember before choosing a film.
- The most important thing was to be sure that teacher has watched the video unit

before taking it into the classroom. Because, all classes are different and you may
need to do some extra background work with the students before watching the
film. The duration of the film is another aspect to be kept in mind. Long films can
be used, but thorough planning is required to divide the film into several viewing
sessions with pre-viewing and post viewing questions.

- Teacher  should  check  that  all  the  students  can  see  and  hear  the  video,  and  that
equipment is working properly, no matter is it a DVD or a projector with
computer.

- The activities should be prepared in a manner to invite the students to discuss the
issues and topics both before and after watching. In this way they are exchanging
personal opinions, and preparation is not needed. In cases where they are required
to compare their culture with the UK, you may need to prepare the discussion by
providing information about your country or eliciting ideas from the students.

There are several ways of starting a video lesson but these activities can be done in
advance of watching the video or as part of the video lesson, as a preview. We have put
our students to work in pairs and showed them parts of the material to discuss with the
students what they think the unit is going to contain. They were well prepared and felt
more confident when they watched the video.

Activities included were:
- pair and group discussion – each group was given two of the 9 love stories from

the film “Love Actually”;
- brainstorming / guessing – students were supposed to guess what will happen to

the pairs from the story (predicting and matching exercises);
- vocabulary exercises – Christmas vocabulary, relationships, single

mothers/fathers…
These were activities which students did while they were watching the film. Teacher

read the instructions to students before playing the film and checked they understand
what they have to do. We asked them to watch the film once without writing. Then we
played it again while they wrote their answers. Before playing the film again teacher can
get  students  to  check  answers  in  pairs,  or  can  elicit  answers  from  a  few  students,  and
indicate if they need to watch more carefully (as a part of cooperative learning). Apart
from these traditional viewing activities, freeze-frame techniques can be implemented to
highlight some important images. For example, the introduction scene of PM and Natalie
can be freeze-framed and we can ask students can they guess what will happen next with
them. After watching a second time, we went through the answers with the students and
watched the film again to confirm all that we needed.
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Activities included:
- checking answers to Before you watch questions from their course book “New

Opportunities – Intermediate”;
- ticking things students saw in the video (pre-prepared material);
- matching information (pre-prepared material);
- completing tables;
- deciding if sentences are true or false (pre-prepared material);
- multiple choice (pre-prepared material);
- circling the correct answers (pre-prepared material);
- remembering what students saw;
- identifying pictures “New Opportunities – Intermediate” (they have a picture

from the film in their course book).

2.2. THINGS TO DO AFTER YOU WATCH A FILM WITH STUDENTS

There were some optional exercises that we did with some of the classes and it was to
compare themselves and their own culture with that of the Britain’s and American. It did
not require students to watch the video again. The activities consisted mostly of a writing
task.

Activities included:
- group work and pair work: brainstorming and discussions;
- writing tasks.
Follow up activities:
a) Guessing game – students choose a love couple from the film and try to finish their

story as an essay (250 words) that can be a good practice for students’ Matura exam:
- Sarah and Karl;
- Sam and Joanna;
- Peter, Juliet and Mark;
- Daniel and Carol.

b) Discussion Activities – students can be put in small groups and they should discuss
these questions:

- Whose story were you most interested in? Why?
- Whose story were you least interested in? Why?

c) Role-play – put students in pairs and ask them to act out this conversation:
- Student A: You are Aurelia. Tell your sister about Jamie. Ask for advice.
- Student B: You are Daniel. Tell your friend Karen about Carol, a young

mother you met at your son’s school. Ask for advice.
d) Homework – write movie reviews giving your opinions about the film.

3. REVISION

All the above-mentioned activities are focused on thematic issues, which we tried to
extract from our national curriculum and student’s course books. In a way, students have
revised several grammatical and functional aspects of English language and they had fun
while doing it. They have found new enthusiasm to bring more films to the classroom and
now we are faced with new lessons to prepare for them. In exploiting a film in class, we
found that the only difficulty lies in designing tasks from it, because they are quite time
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consuming. As stated above, the teacher should adapt the films to the learners’ level of
proficiency and conceptual competence.

4. CONCLUSION

To sum up,  the use of  films is  becoming more common.  Good films can serve as  a
valuable pedagogical aid, both for classroom use and self-study. The ultimate goal is to
arouse motivation in the students and to stimulate their imagination and creativity.
Likewise, films are a rich source of idiomatic expressions, which, thanks to the context,
are easy to grasp and internalise. The possibilities for using film in the foreign language
class are endless.

Furthermore, they add fun and involvement the to language classroom.
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ABSTRACT

The rhetorical structure of institutional talk can be best analysed using the
methodology of conversation analysis and genre analysis. The purpose of this paper
is to identify the patterns which are employed in political interview openings in
British, American and Montenegrin broadcast media and explain the broader context
which shapes such rhetorical structures. The paper goes further to describe typical
linguistic devices which accompany the moves identified. The results point to a
substantial level of uniformity in political interviews broadcast in different media
cultures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Political interviews represent a highly institutionalised genre whose conventions and
norms define the language of both the interviewer and the interviewee. The norms
particularly frame the openings of political interviews and determine the elements they
are composed of. In this light, the aim of the paper is to describe the rhetorical structure
of political interview openings in American, British and Montenegrin media in terms of
their obligatory and optional moves.

Political interview openings exhibit a number of features untypical of introductions to
everyday conversation. The very beginning reveals their most striking characteristic – a
political interview is not a form of spontaneous conversation but of institutional talk. The
linguistic encounter has been prearranged and it is directed outside the circle of
immediate interlocutors towards a much wider audience, most of which is not physically
present in the studio. Furthermore, the introduction to an interview must fulfil the purpose
of projecting the agenda of the whole subsequent conversation, usually by precisely
defining the topics to be covered in the interview, as opposed to general conversation, in
which topics spontaneously come and go. Political interview openings also provide the
link between the temporal and spatial setting of the interview and the outside world and
the  current  occurrences  in  it,  which  is  achieved  using  a  number  of  referential  and
descriptive practices (Clayman 1991). Unlike everyday conversations, political interview
openings are characterised by a great deal of monologue and asymmetry in general, the
omission of personal questions exchange (How are you? etc.), and the process of
identifying interlocutors is quite different as well, having in mind that they are being
formally presented (Heritage and Clayman 2002). The starting hypothesis therefore is that
political interview openings exhibit a conventionalised sequential structure which is
untypical of everyday conversations and which can be traced to the institutionalised
nature of mediatised talk.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The analysis of political interviews has so far been conducted mostly within the
framework of conversation analysis. In this tradition, Clayman (1991) and Martinez
(2000) define the sequential structure of news and political interviews respectively and
their findings serve as the basis for our model. However, we combine this methodology
with the principles of genre analysis (Swales 1990; Bhatia 1993), which is usually applied
in the examination of written genres due to the structuredness of written communication.
What allowed for this type of methodology to be employed here was the institutional
nature of broadcast political interviews.

An interview opening is basically a preliminary transaction (the term used by Francis
& Hunston 1992), while the rest of the interview is carried out through medial
transactions (topic cycles), which end in a terminal one (the closing of the interview). The
preliminary and the terminal transaction are actually boundary transactions (the term used
by Sinclair & Coulthard 1992). The type of exchange (a smaller unit which constructs
transactions) employed in the openings, the introductions to topic cycles and the closings
of conversations are typically called an organisational exchange (Francis & Hunston
1992), as opposed to those used in the rest of the conversation, which belong to a
comprehensive class referred to as conversational exchanges. In political interviews, a
standard three-move structure of conversational exchanges (initiation + response +
feedback) is commonly reduced to a two-move sequence, or an adjacency pair (initiation
+ response or question + answer). The structure of the opening transaction is, however,
much more complex. The aim of the present analysis is to pinpoint the elements of these
in the terminology of genre analysis and explain their function.

Such an analysis is based on a corpus made up of three groups of political interview
openings. The British group of interview openings is made up of introductions to 11
interviews  taken  from  BBC1,  BBC  News,  BBC  World,  Sky  News,  Channel  4  and  the
British edition of Euronews. The American group of interview openings has been taken
from  10  interviews  broadcast  on  CNN,  CBS,  ABC  and  Fox  News,  whereas  the
Montenegrin group of political interview openings consists of introductions to 8
interviews broadcast on RTCG, TV IN and TV Vijesti.

The methodology used for the identification of rhetorical structure draws mainly on
conversation analysis and genre analysis. Below we identify the typical rhetorical
structure of political interview openings in three different media cultures, which will
allow us to draw conclusions of whether there exist any similarities.

3. RESULTS

3.1 BRITISH DATA

The analysis of introductions to British political interviews pointed to a model which
consists of the following obligatory elements, i.e. moves, as they are called in genre
analysis:

Move 1: Interviewee (IE) introduction
Move 2: Headline
Move 3: Initial component (adjacency pair: greeting-greeting)
The pattern identified will be illustrated by example (1):
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(1) (B 9) INTERVIEWER:  (interviewee introduction) After the victory of the
Orange coalition in last year’s general election in Ukraine, Yulia Timochenko has
become the country’s prime minister. Her first foreign visit was to Brussels,
where she has held a series of meetings with European leaders. (headline) In our
interview, Timochenko presents her view on the building of the Ukraine-EU
relationship, how it is progressing, and how it is seen on both sides. (initial
component) Prime minister, welcome to EuroNews. It’s your first overseas visit
as Ukrainian prime minister. Does it symbolise your country’s desire to integrate
in Europe?
TIMOCHENKO: Absolutely, because the road to European integration has been
one of our national priorities for a long time…

As can be seen, the journalist is introducing the interviewee in a very detailed
fashion, thus creating the context for the headline which follows. The introduction is
formal and factual, while the name and surname figure in the rheme position, achieving a
deferred presentation of the interviewee. After the headline, which is summed up in a
single sentence, an exchange of greetings ensues, accomplished through an adjacency pair
welcoming – thanking. The journalist did not allow the interviewee to complete the pair
with the second part of the pattern and moved instead to the first topic cycle of the
interview, accomplished through a separate sub-headline with the function of a
preparation, i.e. a preface for the first question. The introduction of the interviewed
politician defines her role as the representative of a political institution, whereas the
possessive adjective (in our interview) and the reference to the name of the broadcasting
company (which has been implicitly introduced in this way), position the journalist as the
representative of the news institution. After the context is provided, the grounds are set
for the main part of the interview.

The model is flexible in the sense that some of the moves can be omitted and that the
ordering of elements is not necessarily fixed, although in most cases it is. The move
interviewee introduction is the most frequent move and, directly or indirectly, it figures in
every  interview  opening  in  the  British  data.  However,  the  same  cannot  be  said  for  the
other two moves. Namely, the headline is found in half the examined openings, whereas
the initial component is present in 63.6% of the cases.

We shall now outline the form and the function of the obligatory moves identified in
the rhetorical pattern.

Interviewee introduction – In the British group of political interview openings, the
interviewee introduction is the most significant move, which can be confirmed by the fact
that the headline need not be announced after it. Most commonly it is accomplished
directly (54.5%), by simply stating the name or the name and the function of the
interviewee:

(2) (B 1) INTERVIEWER: Ali Miraj is with me now…
(3) (B 3) INTERVIEWER: … The Lib Dem’s acting leader, Vince Cable, joins
us live from Westminster…

If the interviewee is quite famous, then they are usually announced implicitly through
vocatives addressing the function (Mr Secretary, Prime Minister, Mr President etc.)  or
their full name. What proves that we are dealing with implicit introductions is the fact
that such vocatives addressing full names and functions are not used during the rest of the
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interview (except while closing the interview). With this type of opening, the audience is
introduced into the interview more dynamically and is only reminded of the function of
the politician in question. Implicit introductions are used quite often (72.7%) and are
sometimes combined with direct introductions. The vocatives usually perform the role of
boundary markers, marking the division between the opening and the first topic cycle.

Headline – This move announces the topic of the interview, usually in a summarily
fashion. British interviewers are very formal and serious and they rarely use preheadlines,
i.e. riddles couched in questions with the aim of attracting the attention and the interest of
the audience:

(4) (B 3) INTERVIEWER: …All the big business news stories in a moment,
first this evening’s breaking news, the resignation in the past hour of Sir Menzies
Campbell. He says questions about leadership were getting in the way of a party’s
progress, the Liberal Democrat’s top brass said he jumped but was he pushed? …

A number of openings do not have this move, however. Such is the case with the
interviews in which the interviewee is more important than the topic, i.e. in which the
interviewer uses the opportunity to cover as many topics as possible with an important
guest. The interview is then conducted through a series of topic cycles, each with its own
opening, i.e. its headline. The question after the opening introduces the first topic, which
usually determines the tenor for the rest of the interview:

(5) (B 6) INTERVIEWER: Margaret Beckett joins me now. Welcome Foreign
Secretary.
MARGARET BECKETT: Thank you.
INTERVIEWER: Let’s start with the inevitable - Iraq. The American surge of
troops into Baghdad is really a last throw of the cards isn’t it?

The moves interviewee introduction and the headline are addressed to the audience,
which is why they resemble monologues and the journalist is facing the camera, the
procedure which is repeated at the closure of an interview. This makes the interview a
type  of  what  Fairclough  &  Chourliaraki  (1999)  call mediated quasi-interaction. This
move is mostly accomplished through the third personal singular or impersonally, which
additionally supports the supposition that openings of everyday conversation differ in
many respects in relation to quasi-interaction openings. All the facts point to the
conclusion that a political interview is a type of institutional talk strongly governed by
conventions. The interviewer, of course, can use the conventions creatively to a certain
extent, which means that they can choose between nondiscriminative strategies of how to
present the topic and the interviewee (see Bhatia 1993).

Initial component – This move refers to an exchange of greetings and is realised
through an adjacency pair welcoming – thanking or greeting – thanking:

(6) (B 3) INTERVIEWER: Mr Cable, good evening.
VINCE CABLE: Thank you.

The pattern is usually not complete, because the journalist does not leave space after
the greeting for the other element of the adjacency pair and proceeds to questioning
instead:
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 (7) (B 9) INTERVIEWER: Prime minister, welcome to EuroNews. It’s your
first overseas visit as Ukrainian prime minister. Does it symbolise your country’s
desire to integrate in Europe?
TIMOCHENKO: Absolutely, …

Thanking in those situations becomes anachronous, but the adjacency pair is still
sometimes realised after an insertion sequence:

(8) (B 11) INTERVIEWER: Minister welcome to EuroNews,  what  do you feel
are the priorities  of  the French presidency…in terms of  European policy and do
you feel the Treaty of Lisbon will be ratified?
JOUYET: Hello, firstly, thank you for inviting me onto EuroNews, it is an
important European channel.

The interviewer greets the interviewee in 63.63% of the cases (an incomplete
adjacency  pair  is  realised),  whereas  complete  pairs  are  accomplished  in  36.36%  of  all
interviews.

Apart from these moves, the structure of a political interview opening can incorporate
a number of optional, i.e. facultative elements, such as: the interviewer introduction,
greeting the audience and presenting the topics  for  the rest  of  the show (in cases where
the interview in question is just a part of the show). These elements measure a very low
incidence and therefore will not be analysed in this paper.

3.2 AMERICAN DATA

The analysis of the openings of the American political interviews pointed to two
patterns. The first of these is a simple model which consists of one move only:

Move: Implicit interviewee introduction.

The implicit introduction of the interviewee is used in the cases when the politicians
interviewed are very famous, so that introducing them would be unnecessary:

(10)  (A  1) INTERVIEWER: Senator, are you relieved to know finally who
you’re going to run against?

In the example 10, the journalist is introducing the presidential candidate McCain by
employing a vocative which addresses his function. This type of vocative is not used
again until the end of the interview in the closing which completes the show. The implicit
introduction of the interviewee therefore serves as a boundary marker. The interviewee
introduction is realised in all interviews, except in the interview with George Bush, where
the journalist probably skipped this move having thought it unnecessary. In 50% of the
interviews analysed in our corpus, the move is accomplished implicitly, i.e. through the
use of vocatives which address the full name or the function of the interviewee:

(11) (A 3) INTERVIEWER: Mr. President, do you intend to press your request
to visit the World Trade Centre site in New York?
AHMADINEJAD: Well, it was included in my program.
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(CBS, 60 Minutes, IR: Scott Pelley, IE: Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, 20.09.2007)
In American data, the interviews with prominent political figures (such as those

featuring McCain, Bush, Rice, and Ahmadinejad) are structured in such a way that the
whole show is dedicated to the interviewee in question. These interviews are commonly
longer than those with other politicians. This affects the structure of the interviews, in
which the openings are reduced to a minimum. As stated above, the interviewee
introduction is usually left implicit, having in mind that any additional information would
be unnecessary. Also, the topics of the interview are not projected, even though this move
(i.e. agenda projection) is mandatory in American shows featuring several interviews and
hybrid shows in which genres are mixed (the incidence of this move in these is 100%).
The headline is omitted as well, bearing in mind the fact that the agenda of the interview
is  obvious  with  these  prominent  interviewees.  For  instance,  an  interview  with  a
presidential candidate during an election campaign strongly suggests that the topics will
be focused on elections. Due to the fact that interviews with such guests are difficult to
arrange, the journalist will usually take the opportunity to ask the interviewee about a
number of topics, which are then organised in topic cycles, each with its own headline.

Another pattern identified in our corpus is somewhat more elaborate and comprises
two moves:

Move 1: Headline,
Move 2: Interviewee introduction.

The pattern will be illustrated by example 12:

(12) (A 6) INTERVIEWER:  Is  the  U.S.  economy  already  in  recession?  We’ll
talk with Treasury secretary Henry Paulson.

 The headline is introduced through a simple and riddle-like question, typical of
American data. In the move interviewee introduction,  such  means  are  not  used,  and  an
appositive adjunction with data regarding the name and function of the politician is added
instead.

Headline – The headline is accomplished as the first move. The American journalists
tend to introduce the headlines in interesting ways, for instance, through yes/no questions,
very riddle-like in nature, with the aim of attracting the attention of the audience for the
given topic:

(13) (A 6) INTERVIEWER:  Is  the  U.S.  economy  already  in  recession?  We’ll
talk with Treasury secretary Henry Paulson.
(14) (A 5) INTERVIEWER: …Plus -- John Edwards in a primetime exclusive.
Why is he warning Hillary Clinton to be careful? And why is his presidential pick
top secret? We’re taking your calls next on LARRY KING LIVE.

In this way, the journalists motivate the audience to watch the interview, suggesting
that an answer to the question asked would come up in the interview.

Interviewee introduction –  The interviewee introduction is mostly realised directly.
The imperative is to make the spectators see the legitimacy of the choice of the guest
within the context of the topic and to avoid the unnecessary. Therefore, this move is
rendered informatively, without riddles and methods which are used for headlines:
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 (15) (A 5) INTERVIEWER: Now we go to Philadelphia. Senator John
Edwards, the former candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination,
former U.S. senator from North Carolina. He was also John Kerry’s running mate
in 2004. You have not endorsed, senator. Some might say as a major figure in the
party at this point, don’t you have a responsibility to endorse?

3.3 MONTENEGRIN DATA

Our analysis of the political interview openings in the Montenegrin data pointed to
the finding that these are pretty uniform compared to the British and American openings.
Namely, the moves identified in the pattern are usually all present and are always ordered
in the same way, whereas the range of optional moves is very limited. The pattern is as
follows:

Move 1: Greeting the audience,
Move 2: Show / broadcasting company introduction,
Move 3: Interviewee introduction,
Move 4: Initial component.

The pattern will be illustrated by example 16:

(16) (C 1) INTERVJUISTA: (greeting the audience) Poštovani gledaoci, dobro
veče. (show / broadcasting company + the interviewee introduction) Gost
Televizije Crne Gore je predsjednik Socijalističke narodne partije, gospodin
Srđan Milić. (initial component) Gospodine Miliću, dobro veče i dobro došli.
MILIĆ: Dobro veče vama, dobro veče gledaocima TVCG.

The introduction is opened with a standard phrase Poštovani gledaoci, dobro veče
(Honourable spectators, good evening). This opening is typical of Montenegrin shows in
general and only rarely are they introduced in other ways. The broadcasting company is
implicitly presented, which is also the norm in Montenegrin media (the show is not
introduced because the interview in question was a freestanding interview). The
interviewee is directly introduced by stating his full name and function. This is followed
by the phrase Gospodine Miliću (Mr Milić), which serves as a boundary marker and
which, as we have seen in the previous two groups of openings, has the function of an
implicit introduction. The exchange of greetings is also realised in a very conventional
manner. The general headline is  omitted,  and what  follows after  the opening is  the first
topic cycle introduced by its own headline.

Greeting the audience – This move is mandatory in the interview openings (88.8%).
In Montenegrin media, namely, there are no shows which feature several interviews, and
so the opening of the interview is basically the introduction for the whole show.

This move is found in two forms only: Dobro veče, poštovani gledaoci and Dobro
veče (dobro veče – good evening serves as  a  boundary marker  in  this  case).  The phrase
poštovani gledaoci (honourable spectators) is typical of the Montenegrin corpus only (it
never occurs in the British and the American data, in which the audience is not directly
addressed).

Show / broadcasting company introduction – This move is found quite frequently
(88.8%) and it is realised either directly or indirectly. In the Montenegrin corpus, the
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context is precisely defined at the very beginning. Namely, the roles are determined, i.e.
the journalist positions himself/herself as a representative of his/her broadcasting
institution, whereas the politician positions himself/herself as a representative of his/her
political institution. The two moves are usually realised within the same sentence:

(17) (C 6) INTERVJUISTA: Dobro veče. Ovo je emisija Načisto na Televiziji
Vijesti. Večeras ćemo razgovarati o mapi puta. Naš gost večeras je ministar
unutrašnjih poslova i javne uprave, Jusuf Kalamperović. Dobro veče.
KALAMPEROVIĆ: Dobro veče.

Interviewee introduction – The move interviewee introduction is  always  present  in
its direct form and it is never omitted in the Montenegrin political interviews. The
introduction is formal, appositively accomplished by stating the full name and the
function of the politician. The necessary attribute used alongside the name is the title
Mr/Mrs etc., which is in line with the social etiquette of the region:

(18) (C 3) INTERVJUISTA: Poštovani gledaoci, dobro veče. Dogovor vladajuće
koalicije i dijela opozicije o usvajanju ustava dvotrećinskom većinom u
parlamentu i dalje je u žiži javnosti. Tim povodom, naš večerašnji gost je
predsjednik Srpske narodne stranke, g. Andrija Mandić. G. Mandiću, dobro veče
i dobro došli.

Initial component –  This  move,  the  same  as  with  the  British  and  the  American
interview, is realised through the adjacency pair greeting – greeting (Dobro veče. –
Dobro veče – Good evening. – Good evening) or welcoming – thanking (Dobro veče i
dobro nam došli. – Hvala, dobro veče i bolje vas našao. – Good evening and welcome. –
Thank you. Good evening and “may I find you in better circumstances”, pragmatic
English equivalent: I am glad to see you). The second element of the adjacency pair, as
opposed to other corpora, is always present, due to the fact that the interviewer is
introducing the audience into the interview slowly and allows enough time for the stated
conventions to be followed through.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The hypothesis that political interviews are a form of institutional talk was confirmed
by  the  results  of  the  analysis  of  their  openings.  Despite  the  fact  that  these  belong  to
spoken discourse, uniformity of some of their features was noted, which pointed to the
methodology of genre analysis as the most adequate. The patterns which we derived from
the data have been affected by a number of extralinguistic, mostly social factors, but
nevertheless show great similarities.

In the British and the Montenegrin corpus we identified one dominant pattern
respectively, whereas in the American we deduced two. Their structure comprises several
mandatory moves, but can be completed with a number of optional ones as well. The term
“mandatory” here, however, must be understood somewhat loosely, because the
percentages relating to interview openings where these are not present are not negligible
(on average, the moves designated as obligatory had the incidence of roughly 75%).

The British data – The analysis suggested that political interview openings in the
British media consist of three mandatory moves, namely: the interviewee introduction,
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the headline and the initial component. Moreover, it must be noted that the most frequent
move was the interviewee introduction, whether accomplished directly, indirectly
(through vocatives) or in both ways. The vocatives used to introduce the interviewee
implicitly assume the function of a boundary marker in the structure of the whole
interview, marking the boundary between the introductory part and the first topic cycle.

The headline, i.e. the topic, is formally introduced, usually without a preheadline
which would attract the audience’s attention (common in American political interviews),
whereas the initial component is accomplished through an adjacency pair. This move is
realised incompletely.

The American data – The move interviewee introduction proved obligatory in the
American political interview openings as well, providing the foundation of both patterns
identified in this group of interviews. In fact, the first pattern consists entirely of this
move, whereas the other comprises an additional move, i.e. the headline. The same as
with the British openings, an implicit introduction of the interviewee serves as a boundary
marker. The minimal structure of these openings suggests that dynamics is an important
feature of American interviews, which is also confirmed by the fact that the range of
optional moves is somewhat narrower compared to the British one.

The Montenegrin data – The analysis undertaken showed that the openings of the
Montenegrin political interviews are very uniform, having the structure which consists of
four obligatory moves: greeting the audience, the show / the broadcasting company
introduction, the interviewee introduction and the initial component. The optional moves
are hardly ever used. The mandatory moves are much less flexible and are missing in a
negligible number of interviews. The adjacency pair (the exchange of greetings) is always
completely accomplished. Another feature of these openings is the use of standard
phrases, i.e. discourse markers which serve as boundary markers.

On the basis of what was stated for each group of data respectively, we can draw
certain conclusions regarding the comparison of the patterns which are realised in them.

The most consistent openings of political interviews when it comes to the presence
and the ordering of moves and the way these are realised, are certainly those
accomplished in the Montenegrin corpus. Most diversity was found in the American
corpus, having in mind the fact that these interviews are realised within shows of various
types.

The British and American political interview openings examined showed great
similarities. Generally, the conventional elements are often omitted in order to achieve
dynamics, whereas in the Montenegrin interviews, the conversation is always introduced
slowly, and the optional elements are rarely added. In other words, American and British
journalists prefer to come to the main issue immediately, whereof the audience is
informed by using the move headline.

Headline – In the British and the American group of interviews, the headline is  a
mandatory move. In the Montenegrin interviews, however, it is marked as optional.
Montenegrin journalists in general do not exert themselves in order to catch the attention
of audience. In the American group, this move is often preceded by a preheadline with the
function of captivating the spectators’ interest. The British interviews proved more
serious and formal in relation to the American (ones), having in mind that they introduce
headlines factually and informatively. A common feature of all groups is that when
headlines are not accomplished directly, they are realised as headlines of topic cycles.

Interviewee introduction – This move is mandatory in all groups. In the British and
the Montenegrin group of political interview openings, it is always accomplished directly,
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whereas its realisation in the American group is both direct and indirect. Vocatives
addressing full names and often the function of politicians always assume the role of
boundary markers, which mark the border between the opening and the first topic cycle.
This boundary marker is parallel to the one found in the closing of the interview.

Initial component – An exchange of greetings, i.e. the initial component,  is  a
mandatory move in the British and the Montenegrin group of political interviews. It is
accomplished most consistently in the Montenegrin openings, where its frequency is high
and its realisation is complete. In the British introductions, the move is accomplished
mostly incompletely, and very often, the realisation of the adjacency pair is interrupted
with an insertion sequence. In the structure of the American openings, the initial
component appears only rarely (30%), which is in accordance with the evaluation that
these interviews are the most dynamic.

Greeting the audience – The move greeting the audience is  necessary  only  in  the
structure of Montenegrin political interview openings, where it is always accomplished
using standard phrases. The American and the British groups do not feature this move,
not even optionally.

Show / broadcasting company introduction – As with the move greeting the
audience, this move turned out mandatory only in the Montenegrin openings. By using
this move, the show is very precisely located in the outside context.

We have seen that the process of entering an interview, however (no matter how?)
brief, actually fulfils a variety of important linguistic, journalistic and social functions.
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ABSTRACT

  A substantial number of professional and academic journals are published
annually. Members of academic discourse community are faced with the difficulty of
finding specific data in lengthy research articles. Therefore, the abstract, as an
independent genre, plays a significant role, especially in situations when potential
readers have to decide whether to read a specific research article or not. The aim of
this paper is to present the rhetorical structure identified using Bhatia’s model
(1993). The analysis goes further to explain the distinctive linguistic features of each
move respectively. The analysis is based on 48 research article abstracts, written by
academic writers and taken from prominent British journals in three fields of political
science: social, election and foreign policy. The results suggest that Bhatia’s model
should be supplemented with two additional moves.

Keywords: Research Article Abstracts; Rhetorical Structure; Model; Political
Science

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the analysis of research article abstracts in the field of political
science by the means of methods and principles of discourse analysis, or, more precisely,
genre analysis, which has developed as an approach within discourse analysis, with
reliance on academic discourse.

1.1.  DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

 Discourse analysis explores the language units above the sentence level, taking into
consideration whole texts in a communication context. This approach goes a step further
in comparison to register analysis, which spread especially in the 1960s, emphasising the
structures higher in hierarchy than sentences, whether it comes to spoken or written
discourse  (Lakić 1999).  It  is  possible  to  perceive  discourse  as  an  interaction  between  a
writer and a reader (Bhatia 1993), which is achieved by means of respecting Grice’s co-
operative principles on the part of the writer and interlocutors in the spoken discourse as
well (Grice 2006). Although this approach made it possible to connect language forms
with language use (Dudley-Evans & St John 1998), discourse analysis, viewed from the
genre analysis perspective, could not examine special types of texts, but only general
characteristics of the discipline those texts belonged to. On one hand, this approach
lacked an adequate analysis and a thicker description of socio-cultural, institutional and
organisational constraints and on the other, little attention was paid to the conventional
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regularities in the organisation of various communicative events (Bhatia 1993). Genre
analysis, as the last phase in the history of ESP (Lakić 1999), has overcome these
disadvantages of discourse analysis.

1.2. GENRE ANALYSIS

 Genre analysis can be defined as a study of language used in appropriate settings
(Swales 1990) or “the study of situated linguistic behaviour in institutionalised academic
or professional settings” (Bhatia 2004). Therefore, it analyses various discourse types
used in appropriate surroundings, having suitable structure and different communicative
functions. We have approached the analysis of the rhetorical structure of abstracts in
political science from the genre analysis perspective for the reason that it has enabled us
to determine the rhetorical organisation of abstracts, as a type of academic discourse.
Having in mind the fact that the research article abstract (henceforth RA abstract/s) is a
structural and institutional genre, this approach has shown as an adequate, especially
when it is taken into account that genre analysis focuses on “analysing and describing
textual patterns of different genres” (Chen 2008). Regarding that the genre analysis
emphasises the crucial importance of rhetorical text structure, this discipline has begun to
“influence how writing is taught by providing models of different communicative
activities” (Hyland 1992). This is the additional driving force for having chosen genre
analysis as the main methodological approach to our research.

 1.3. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

 The aim of this paper is to describe the structure of RA abstracts in the discipline of
political science. Having regard to the fact that the object of our research is the abstracts
chosen from three fields of political science: social, election and foreign policy, the
additional  aim  is  to  determine  whether  there  are  certain  structural  variations  in  the
analysed abstracts in the mentioned fields. As it has been mentioned above, the analysis is
methodologically motivated. The analysis is focused on the exploration of the connection
between the rhetorical abstracts organisation and its distinctive linguistic features as well.
As it has been mentioned above, the analysis is methodologically motivated.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. CORPUS

The paper is based on the analysis of 48 RA abstracts in English written by academic
writers in three fields of political science: social, election and foreign policy. The corpus
has been used from six prominent British journals:

- Journal of Social Policy (Cambridge University Press – UK) and Global Social
Policy (Sage publications – UK) (16 abstracts in the field of social policy have
been taken from these journals);

- Political Analysis (Oxford  University  Press  -  UK)  and Publius: The Journal of
Federalism (Oxford University Press - UK) (16 abstracts in the field of election
policy have been taken from the listed journals);
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- International Politics (Palgrave Macmillan Ltd. – England) and Cambridge
Review of International Affairs (Routledge – UK) represent the journals where we
have found 16 abstracts belonging to the field of foreign policy.

 The abstracts studied are coded in our paper as SPa1 –  SPa8, SPb1 –  SPb8 (social
policy), EPa1 – EPa8, EPb1 – EPb8 (election policy) and FPa1 – FPa8, FPb1 – FPb8 (foreign
policy). The abstracts numbered a1 – a2 are from one journal and those numbered b1 – b8
are from the other.

2.2. METHODOLOGY

 This  research  article  is  focused  on  the  analysis  of  the  rhetorical  structure  of  the
mentioned corpus and its typical linguistic characteristics as well. We have approached
our research from the point of view of genre and discourse analyses. Namely, we have
used Bhatia’s model (1993) as the starting point in our analysis. It consists of four moves:

- Introducing purpose
- Describing methodology
- Summarising results
- Presenting conclusions
 Bhatia’s analysis is founded, as he says, on “a typical example of an abstract” (Bhatia

1993). The way in which Bhatia has come to the stated model is not given, nor are corpus
data denoted or the discipline the corpus might belong to.

3. RESULTS

This paper aims at presenting a model used in three fields of political science: social,
election and foreign policy. Using the afore-mentioned model as the starting point in our
analysis, we have found two more moves. Therefore, our model includes six moves with
obligatory and optional steps. Table outlines the general model found in the analysed
abstracts from political science discipline and the frequency of the moves and steps in its
three fields.

Background represents the first move included in the structure of the half of the
analysed abstracts in social and foreign policy (see Table 1). Its frequency in the field of
election policy is somewhat higher (56.25%). The table illustrates that this move is
composed of two steps. Step 1a and Step 1d are  dominant  in  foreign  policy,  whereas
Step 1c is prevailing in social and Step 1d in election policy. These data imply that the
authors of the analysed abstracts choose the steps in which they introduce the topics of
their abstracts and simultaneously their research articles. When the authors want to draw
readers’ attention to a topic, they use the noun phrases a central place, this centrality,
major importance, and the adjectives important, serious and dominant, functioning as the
signals of researchers’ interest in the topic (Step 1a), as in the example that follows:

(1) “Durable governors,” that is, governors who have had more than eight years
of continuous service and won three or more elections in the past four decades,
are of major importance for debates over limits on gubernatorial tenure. (EPa5)

Step 1b, presenting the topic using comparison or contrast, is mostly marked by the
use of the connector while:
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(2) While historical sociology (HS) has declined in the UK, its position in the
United States is much more secure. (FPa8)

 The authors use the pattern “general – specific” as Step 1c to  draw  the  readers’
attention to the issue of the research. McCarthy (1991) argues that it begins with the
introduction of general statements, continues with detailed descriptions or specific
statements and finishes with the repetition of the general statement. The difference with
our  pattern  is  that  the  general  statement  is  not  repeated.  This  is  justified  because
Background represents the first move. Therefore, the topic cannot be finished with the
general statement.

Table 1 – Moves and Steps and their Frequency

FrequencyMoves
Social
policy

Foreign
policy

Election
policy

1. BACKGROUND:
    Step 1: Topic - centrality:
        a. by interest or topic prominence or
        b. by comparing or contrasting or
        c. by using the pattern “general – specific” or
        d. by indicating a gap in the previous
            research or
        e. by using contradictory statements
    Step 2: Stating Key Characteristics

50.00% 50.00% 56.25%

2. INTRODUCING PURPOSE:
    Step 1:  Describing the Present Research
    Step 2:  Indicating Aim/Purpose
    Step 3:  Question-Raising
    Step 4:  Filling a Gap in the Previous Research

100.00% 87.50% 100.00%

3. DESCRIBING METHODOLOGY:
    Step 1: The Method of Conducting the
                 Research
    Step 2: The Method of Data Analysis
    Step 3: Materials and Data

81.25% 62.50% 93.75%

4. SUMMARISING RESULTS 93.75% 93.75% 81.25%
5. PRESENTING CONCLUSIONS:
    Step 1: Explicit Announcements of Conclusion
    Step 2: Interpretation of Results
    Step 3: Recommendations and Suggestions

93.75% 50.00% 62.50%

6. KEY WORDS 50.00% 50.00% -

(3) (general statement) Voters use observed economic performance to infer the
competence of incumbent politicians. (specific statement 1) These economic
perceptions enter the voter's utility calculations modified by a weight that is
minimized when the variance in exogenous shocks to the economy is very large
relative to the variance in economic outcomes associated with the competence of
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politicians. (specific statement 2) Cross-national variations in the political and
economic context systematically increase or undermine the voter's ability to
ascertain the competency of incumbents. (EPb6)

Step 1d is  exploited  in  situations  when  the  authors’  aim is  to  indicate  a  gap  in  the
previous research, which is accomplished by the use of the negative quantifier little with
the nouns attention, effort, negative verb phrases such as have not yet settled and
prepositional phrases as without any explanation.

(4) In the debate on ‘flexicurity’, relatively little attention has been paid to how
responsive traditional areas of social security have been to increasing flexibility in
the labour market. (SPa7)

 Move Background includes Step 1e - using contradictory statements, which, as its
name suggests, points to the exploitation of the sentences contradictory to the previous
ones. It is signalled by the use of discourse markers however, but and the adjective
contradictory.

(5) Political parties are active when citizens choose among candidates in
elections and when winning candidates choose among policy alternatives in
government. But the inextricably linked institutions, incentives, and behaviour
that determine these multistage choices are substantively complex and
analytically unwieldy, particularly if modelled explicitly and considered in total,
from citizen preferences through government outcomes. (EPb4)

 The second step within Background move is Stating Key Characteristics, referring
to the key characteristics of a topic. It appears in only the social policy corpus, meaning
that  it  is  optional.  Step 2 is  characterised by the use of  the verb highlight and the noun
phrase a number of issues, such as in the following example:

(6) The study of EU social policy highlights a number of issues especially well,
among them the unfolding institutionalisation of a social field in EU politics and
policy, and the changing nature of economic and social governance in Europe.
(SPa1)

Introducing purpose is an obligatory move in the structure of the corpus from all
three fields (see Table 1). It consists of four steps relating to the authors’ intentions,
problems or subjects of the research, theses, hypotheses, purpose, objective or goal which
the authors present in different ways. They provide a description of their present
research, indicate aim or purpose, raise certain questions and fill a gap in the previous
research. The analysis has demonstrated that Step 1 is dominant in social, election and
foreign policy. Step 4: Filling a Gap in the Previous Research has not been found only
in the field of election policy with the reason that the same corpus does not include Step
1d – indicating a gap in the previous research within Move 1 - Background, which is
supposed to be filled in Move 2 - Introducing Purpose.

Step 1 – Describing the Present Research is most frequently signalled by the use of
the determiners the / this with the inanimate nouns article, study and paper (see ex. 7).
Apart from the inanimate subject, the authors tend to use the animate subject as well,
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expressed in the forms of first persons pronouns I and we. These pronouns perform
different semantic functions. The authors use the first person plural pronoun we to refer to
the readers of research articles, in Swales’ words (1990), the members of discourse
community. It has an inclusive semantic reference, i.e. it includes both the writer and the
reader (see ex. 8). On the other hand, in instances where they use the first person singular
pronoun I, the authorial presence is emphasised. The pronoun I has an exclusive semantic
reference, precisely, it refers only to the writers / authors, as it is shown in the example 9:

(7) This article presents the first formal examination of this procedure. (EPb2)
(8) I hypothesise that the effectiveness of fatherhood and marriage promotion is
limited because of their interaction with other policies. (SPa5)
(9) In this article, we examine the social production of autism in US foreign
policy discourse. (FPb2)

 Step 2 – Indicating Aim/Purpose is characterised by the use of the verbs aim and
seek, the noun phrase the aim, the past participle aimed and the infinitive clause,  as it is
illustrated by the succeeding examples:

(10) This paper seeks to shed light upon recent controversies concerning Leo
Strauss' alleged influence on contemporary American and global politics…
(FPa4)
(11) The aim is to identify development over time, to review progress critically
and to offer some explanation for events. (SPa1)
(12) To revive Classical Realism, we examine three dominant sets of criticism.
(FPa7).

The authors employ Step 3 - Question-Raising to attract readers’ attention to a topic
by posing direct or indirect questions and using the noun phrases the answer and the /
these question(s):

(13) This article explores why the New Labour government in Britain stopped
using the former Foreign Secretary Robin Cook's notion of an 'ethical
dimension' to present its foreign policy to the public. (FPb8)
(14) Can researchers draw consistent inferences about the U.S. public's issue
attitudes when studying survey results from both the in-person and telephone
interview modes of the 2000 National Election Studies (NES) survey? We address
this question… (EPb1)

Describing methodology represents the third move where the authors state how they
carried out their research, present the materials, sample and methods exploited. The table
1 shows that Move 3 is obligatory in the analysed corpus with the occurrence of 93.75%
in election, 81.25% in social and 62.50% in foreign policy. Describing methodology is
composed  of  three  steps.  The  analysis  has  shown  that Step  2  -  The  Method  of  Data
Analysis is prevailing in all three corpora.

 Step  1  –  The  Method  of  Conducting  the  Research reveal  the  way  in  which  the
authors carried out their research. It is marked with present participle, as in the example
15:
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(15) Focusing on the changed role of planning within the United Kingdom
Foreign & Commonwealth Office... (FPb3)

 Step 2 – The Method of Data Analysis, briefly denoting what methods or strategies
are  used  in  the  research  article,  is  signalled  by  the  use  of  the  nouns model, strategy,
method, procedure, design, theory, analysis and the verbs present, model, modify, employ,
illustrate and use.

(16) Analysis is centred on an interrogation of the social policy model and the
cognitive aspects of the process, especially as they are to be seen in the
production of national policy plans and the responses to these on the part of
different EU actors. (SPa1)
(17) We employ two multilevel modelling procedures for estimating the
contextual variations in micro-level economic voting effects: a conventional
pooled approach and a two-stage procedure… (EPb6)

 In Step 3 – Materials and Data the authors point to the materials and data which are
the basis of the research analysis. They use the noun data and literature preceded by the
verb phrase draw on, prepositional phrases, signalling the period the corpus has been
taken from and the verbs examine, expose and analyse in context with the given nouns:

(18) It exposes and analyses Strauss' trenchant critique of liberal modernity and
then offers a critical discussion on the nature of his legacy and the reception of
his ideas in the United States since the 1950s. (FPa4)
(19) Because the principal impact of the EAC is indirect, affecting election
administration through the states, we draw on the “tools of government”
literature to frame the discussion. (EPa1)

 Summarising results is the next move identified in the analysed corpus. In this move
the authors present the major findings of their research articles. In contrast to the previous
moves, Move 4 does not comprise steps. As far as our corpus is concerned, Summarising
results constitutes the structure of 93.75% of the social and foreign policy and 81.25% of
the  election  policy  RA  abstracts.  As  its  aim  is  to  reveal  the  findings  of  the  research
article, this move is distinguished by the following signals:

a) nouns findings, results, article, study, discussion, and analysis functioning as
inanimate subjects and first person pronouns I and we performing the function of
animate subjects:

(20) The study reveals that none of the party-in-electorate conditions is capable
of producing partisan bias independently. (EPb4)
(21) We find that voters are most likely to form party attachments when group
identities are salient and complimentary. We also find that institutions that assist
voters in retrospectively evaluating parties—specifically, strong party discipline
and few parties in government—increase partisanship. (EPb8)

b) third person sg. pronoun it having anaphoric reference. It functions as a subject only
after the authors have introduced Move 2 and Move 3:
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(22) This article is the first in-depth analysis of the Nigerian reform. It suggests
that the Nigerian authorities failed to learn the lessons of Chile. (SPb6)

c) reporting verbs suggest, indicate, show, find, argue and claim. The authors use them
to put a strong emphasis (e.g. claim or argue) or weak emphasis (e.g. suggest,
indicate) on the results or just to show the findings (e.g. show, demonstrate,
illustrate, reveal, find):

(23) It argues that the progressives saw European unity in a socialist federation
as a way of staving off the disasters of war, the European hegemony of Nazi
Germany, the restoration of 'small states' in post-war Europe and a damaging
post-war rupture between the democracies and the USSR.. (FPa3)

d) that clauses preceded by an evaluative main clause. The authors use them to lay out
the major details of their results or they allow the authors to be more specific about
their main findings:

(24) Findings indicate that while ticket prices influence attendance generally,
the response of different income groups is similar, with a 10 per cent increase
in price accompanied by a 9 per cent drop in demand. (SPa4)

Move Presenting conclusions is the fifth one being the essential part of the rhetorical
structure of the abstracts analysed. In Move 5 the authors interpret their results, point to
how they can be applied or indicate whether hypotheses or theses, stated in Move 2 –
Introducing purpose, are accepted or refused. Whereas Move 1 – Background indicates
the importance of a research article topic, Move 5 - Presenting conclusions accentuates
the significance of a specific research. It accounts for 93.75% of the social, 62.50% of the
election and 50% of the foreign policy corpora. The analysis has also demonstrated that
there are variations when it comes to the frequency of its steps in three fields of political
science. Namely, the incidence of Step 2: Interpretation of Results is  50%  in  the
election  policy  RA  abstracts;  whereas  it  is  an  optional  step  in  the  social  policy  RA
abstracts. It is a facultative step together with Step 1: Explicit Announcements of
Conclusion in the foreign policy corpus.

 Step 1 – Explicit Announcements of Conclusion is marked by the use of the noun
phrases a conclusion, a key conclusion, the paper, the analysis and the verbs conclude
and lead, in most cases followed by that clauses:

(25) After assessing the relative merits of the various proposals for a federal Iraq,
we conclude that a system based on five broad regions, though not ideal, is the
least bad of the options available. (EPa4)
(26) The article concludes by arguing that the adoption of HS may have the
added benefit of transcending the exigencies of the present-day and the
parochialism of Western and Eurocentric concerns found in much contemporary
IR. (FPa8)

 In Step 2 – Interpretation of Results the authors interpret their results, giving more
details and providing possible implications by the use of the reporting verbs – mean,
suggest, indicate – the verb phrases give little indication, lend support to, become
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apparent of and the noun phrase the implication of the results. Using the stated elements
the authors do not explicitly interpret their results, but they make cautious statements.

(27) The results of the analysis suggest that federal incumbents would not gain
many votes by claiming credit for the economic prosperity of any particular
province when, on average, national economic conditions are deteriorating. The
results further suggest that provincial incumbents are not held accountable for
economic conditions in their provinces, but are rather punished for national
economic deterioration when the incumbent federal party is of the same partisan
family. (EPa6)

 Step 3 – Recommendations and Suggestions, found as the last step in the abstracts
analysed, is distinguished by the modal verbs should, must might and can. The authors
exploit them to suggest recommendations (e.g. should, can), sometimes strong advice
(e.g. must) or a slight hesitation (e.g. may and might).

(27) The socio-economic and cultural reality faced by African American men
must be incorporated into the decision-making processes in order to identify the
most effective policies. (SPa5)

 Move Key words represents the last move found during the analysis of our corpus.
Move 6 denotes the most important words used in the RA abstracts. Thus, key words
capture the essence of the article as well. In this way the readers, interested in certain
topics, are able to look for and find those issues. It is found in 50%  of  the  social  and
foreign policy RA abstracts, while the rhetorical organisation of the election policy RA
abstracts does not include this move. It can be ascribed to the fact that academic journals,
in our research Political Analysis and The Publius: the Journal of Federalism, impose
different structural criteria on the authors of RA abstracts.

 When it comes to the number of key words, our analysis has shown that six key
words are used in most abstracts, while the occurrences of five, four or three words are
less frequent.

4. CONCLUSION

 The study of RA abstracts in political science has been carried out by means of genre
analysis as an approach within discourse analysis. The object of our analysis has been to
determine the model with obligatory and optional moves and steps in the genre of abstract
in three fields of political science: social, election and foreign policy and to outline its
distinctive linguistic characteristics. We have approached our study from Bhatia’s
perspective (1993). The results suggest that Bhatia’s model should be supplemented with
two additional moves: Background and Key Words. The analysis has also demonstrated
that the structural variations exist even within three fields of one discipline, i.e. political
science. It indicates that the authors use suitable moves and steps in accordance with their
research aims and structural criteria of an academic journal as well.

 We are of the opinion that this study could be of use to ESP teachers, discourse
community members and the others interested in the textual organization of abstracts.
Apart from that, this paper could be useful in the better teaching of writing abstracts.
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Further research could be carried out by taking steps to compare our results with the
results of abstracts analysis not only in related, but in unconnected disciplines as well.
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English Profile is a global, community programme of research that studies how
people learn English, and aims to enhance the learning, teaching and assessment of
English worldwide. It is backed by the Council of Europe, and linked to the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF). The CEF was developed as a
Council of Europe initiative to provide objective criteria for describing the different
levels of language proficiency. There are 6 different levels within the CEF, from A1 to
C2, and a series of statements are used to describe what a learner ‘can do’, that is, what
functions they can perform using the language, at each level. Since its development began
back in 1971, the CEF has become a valuable resource for language professionals in all
areas, both as a basis for identifying teaching and learning objectives, and also as a way
to “facilitate the mutual recognition of qualifications gained in different learning
contexts” (Council of Europe, 2001).

English Profile will build on the CEF by providing a set of Reference Level
Descriptions for each level for the English language, which together will create a ‘profile’
of English. They will provide detailed information about the language that learners can be
expected to demonstrate at each level, by providing descriptions of the grammar,
vocabulary, functions etc required at that level. Ultimately English Profile will offer a
clear benchmark for the progress of learners that will be internationally understood by
educators and employers alike. The results of its activities are expected to have an
important impact on a variety of fields, primarily language pedagogy and applied
linguistics, serving as a tool for teacher training, materials development and assessment
for many years to come.

USING REAL LEARNER ENGLISH – THE CORPUS DRIVEN APPROACH

Previous language profiles have been produced by language specialists and have been
personal, however expert, conclusions from an individual’s experience. English Profile’s
unique methodology involves research which looks at the actual language that learners
produce. What this means is that EP’s findings will be based on empirical evidence of
what learners can actually do at each level (i.e. on real life examples of learners’ output)
thus ensuring that the resultant Reference Level Descriptors are as accurate, detailed, and
comprehensive as possible.

This  will  involve  the  use  of  a  corpus  of  learner  data,  which  the  EP  Network  is
working together to build. We aim to collect ten million words of data, which will include
examples of the work of learners who are at all levels of proficiency, and encompassing a
wide range of ages and first languages. We need this data because another aspect of EP’s
approach is that it hopes to avoid 'lingua-centricity', meaning that it will not solely be
concerned with English as it is spoken in the UK by native speakers. It is important that
the impact of different first languages, learning contexts and transfer effects should be
taken into account. Therefore the idea of an ‘English Profile community’ (see below) is
central to the Programme’s success, and we hope that that people involved in English
Language Teaching all over the world will join our network.
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THE WORDLISTS PROJECT: AN EXAMPLE OF EP RESEARCH

There are a number of strands of research in the English Profile programme, and one
of our challenges is to pull them into a coherent whole during the next several years. One
example is a vocabulary project, the EP Wordlists.

The Wordlists provide a complete searchable listing of the words and phrases in
English that are considered to be within the CEF’s first four levels: A1 to B2. Levels C1
and C2 will be researched and compiled during 2010-11. The Wordlists offer reliable
information at word and sense level, based on analysis of word frequency and learner use,
using corpus data, as well as other sources including Cambridge dictionaries, the
Cambridge ESOL vocabulary lists and classroom materials. There are two versions, one
in British English and one in American English. They have pronunciation audio support,
and are fully searchable by usage, grammar, prefix / suffix and topic within a single CEF
level or across levels.

The Wordlists will be available on subscription in January 2011, and Cambridge
University Press is developing materials that are informed by the Wordlists that will be
available then as well. In the meantime, a preview version of the Wordlists (letters D, J
and K) is available on the website, as well as a new Word of the Week feature.

COMMUNITY

The English Profile community involves a wide range of educational establishments
(schools, universities, private language schools), as well as publishers, assessors, research
centres and key education professionals. These various organisations hold a wealth of
experience and knowledge of all aspects of language teaching and learning from the
classroom to the exam situation to the workplace. However we always need more
members! In particular we are looking for people with access to students who can help us
collect the data we need.

Teachers from around the world are contributing samples of their students’ written
and spoken output to English Profile. At the same time we are collecting information
about the learners and their educational contexts (teachers, class materials etc.) that will
help us understand the relationship between, for example, the age when students start
learning English and their progress through the CEF levels.

EP has developed an innovative online data collection tool to collect this data.
Teachers who sign up for data collection are given an account on our website, so that
their students can sign in, fill in a questionnaire about their background in English
language learning, and also complete between 2 and 4 short written tasks. This process
can be completed as  a  classroom activity,  or  as  homework.  It  takes around 50 minutes,
and each student who completes the process has their name entered in a monthly prize
draw to win 50 Euros, or 50 Euros worth of books from Cambridge University Press.

Each school, university etc that signs up for data collection becomes a member of
English Profile, and teachers there will be kept informed about our progress; the latest
developments in EP research, and new products (such as the Wordlists) as they become
available. They will also be invited to attend EP events where they get the chance to give
us feedback and make comments and suggestions about EP’s future activities. These
events take two forms; firstly we will be running a series of workshops across Europe,
where we’ll be looking at issues such as how to assess a student’s work in terms of the
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CEF (data contributors get free tickets to these events). Secondly we hold two EP
seminars per year, where those involved in EP research present their findings to teachers
and other ELT professionals and explain the practical applications of their work. Our next
seminar will be held in Madrid at the end of October; on the 22nd there will be a more in-
depth look at the latest developments in EP, while on the 23rd we will host a day aimed
more directly at teachers working in the ELT classroom. Both days are free for those who
express an interest in joining EP, although places are limited: if you would like to attend
please email epsite@cambridge.org, stating which day(s) you wish to attend.

English Profile is one of the most exciting, practically-oriented developments to
emerge  in  ELT  in  recent  years.  It  chimes  in  with  the  global  trend  towards  a  greater
commitment to standards and to better testing and assessment, and ultimately to better
language teaching and learning. To find out more, or to join the programme, please visit
our website: www.englishprofile.org.
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